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Falcon cagers work their way to win, page 9.
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THE BG NEWS
Bowling Green, Ohio

Tuesday, February 4,1986

Weekend accidents claim four lives
by Brian R. Ball
staff reporter

Four Wood County residents were
killed in two separate accidents last
weekend, two in a car-train accident
and two in a single-car accident.
A car-train collision early Friday
killed a Bowling Green woman and a
Portage man. Man Stetter, 19, of 18330
Brim Read «14, Bowling Green, the
driver, and Jeffrey Allen, 26, of 12703
Mernull Road, Portage, a front seat
passenger, were killed at the Main

Street crossing in North Ealtimore
when a train traveling on the Baltimore and Ohio tracks hit their car.
A trooper from the Waldridge post of
the Ohio State Patrol said witnesses
reported the car stopped on the tracks
about 7 a.m. despite the train's whistle
and the crossbuck flashers.
It has not been determined why the
car stalled on the tracks, state Trooper
Robert Skelding said.
The patrol is still investigating minor
details of the accident, he said.
THE SECOND accident happened

early Sunday morning two miles north
of Bowling Green. The one-car accident killed the car's driver, Thomas
Camicom Jr., 19. of 18330 Brim Road
#25, Bowling Green, and the front-seat
passenger, Craig A. Miller, 21, of 18330
Brim Road #10, Bowling Green. No one
else was in the car.
The 1977 Caprice Classic was westbound on Union Hill Road about onequarter mile east of Brim Road at
about 2:30 a.m. when, according to the
county sheriff department's accident
report, Carnicom apparently lost con-

trol of the vehicle on a straight section
of the road. The car slid oft the right
side of the road and. after getting back
on the road, skidded about 90 feet off of
the left side of the road. After traveling
across the driveway and yard of a
residence on Union Hill Road, the car
became airborne and crashed into a
tree on the west side of the driveway.
Both men were trapped inside the
heavily damaged car. The Bowling
Green fire department EMS unit responded, although police officials said
both were dead at the scene.

The report stated the road was wet at
the time of the accident, although no
adverse weather conditions were reported. Failure to control was the only
contributing factor cited on the sheriff's report.
Wood County Sheriff George Ginter
said yesterday he doesn't believe there
was a connection between the two
accidents and said it was coincidental
that Stetter, the driver in Friday's
accident, lived in the same trailer park
north of Bowling Green where Carnicom and Miller lived.

Human
remains
located

Reagan

prepares
address

NASA not sure
parts belong
to shuttle crew
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) - Pathologists are examining human remains recovered
from the Atlantic to see if they
are those of Challenger's astronauts, sources said yesterday.
NASA said yesterday that it
has recovered no shuttle debris
so far from the ocean bottom
despite six days of searching
with sonar and robot submarines. Two promising "targets,"
the space agency said, turned
out to be the old wreckage of a
helicopter and a light airplane.
That left 17 other potential
targets about 15 miles offshore
where photographs and radar
indicated that large objects hit
the water. NASA said.
But with the sea yielding less
debris each day, officials
weighed cutting back on the
search of the ocean surface. The
Navy was pulling its ships out at
the end of the day yesterday,
leaving the sea sweep to the
Coast Guard, which also was
reviewing whether to continue.
THE SOURCES, who spoke on
condition they not be identified,
would not disclose how many
remains had been found or what
they were but said they had been
taken to a hospital at nearby
Patrick Air Force Base to be
preserved and studied.
Seven astronauts died in the
space shuttle's explosion a week
ago, and parts of the shuttle
have been found as far away as
220 miles north of Kennedy
Space Center.
a See Challenger, page 5.
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Swept Away

The United States Curling Association hosted ten teams this weekend
in Bowling Green's ice arena for the 1986 Junior Men's National
Championships. Here. Ohio team members Russ Freeman of
Maumee and Jeff Smith of Bowling Green"sweep" the ice after

captain Aaron Arn of Bowling Green curls the running stone. The
North Dakota team won the national title allowing them to represent
the United States in the USCA World Championships to be held in
Nova Scotia in late March.

Ohio budget faces federal cuts
COLUMBUS (AP) - State fiscal planners
said yesterday that Ohio faces the immediate loss of (30 million in federal funds as a
result of the Gramm-Rudman balanced-budget law - funds that already are a part of the
state's two-year budget.
But Gov. Richard Celeste's budget director, William Shkurti, said hundreds of millions more will be lost to Ohio unless
Congress acts to modify provisions of the
budget-balancing measure.
His $30 million projection applies to the
second half of the current federal fiscal
year - from April 1 through Sept. 30.
THE CUTS are 4.3 percent of what the

state would have received throughout the
federal fiscal year that began Oct. 1, Shkurti
said.
He said the $30 million does not include
cuts in congressional spending authorization, such as federal revenue-sharing with
local communities, or the Medicaid program
which Gramm-Rudman exempted from the
first year.
Ohio's overall $32.3 billion budget, for the
biennium ending June 30,1987, includes $3.6
billion for Medicaid, 58 percent of which is
federal funds.
The director said "the real impact" could
come in the next federal fiscal year when the

cuts, if allowed to trigger, will be much
deeper. He said he has not seen specific
calculations but understands the second cuts
could be four or five times as big as the first
In Washington yesterday, a study by Fis
cal Planning Services, a private group
showed that Ohio, including local govern
ments, could lose $409.47 million if Congress
allows Gramm-Rudman's across-the-board
cut of $50 billion is implemented Oct. 1.
Biggest among Ohio's first cuts is $4.9
million in a program that provides home
heating assistance for low-income families,
followed by up to $109 million in federal
highway trust funds.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan prepared yesterday to give a State of the Union
address seeking to overhaul welfare, protect people against catastrophic health costs and
improve the international monetary system.
The major radio and television networks plan to carry
the half-hour speech live tonight
beginning at 8 p.m. EST. The
address was delayed a week
because of the explosion of the
shuttle Challenger.
In the speech, described by
aides as an effort to "redefine
the role of government" for the
rest of the century, Reagan v
expected to call tor year-long
studies leading to formal proposals to revise federal programs
for the needy and initiate policies to deal with currency fluctuations and the costs of
catastrophic illness.
Two officials who agreed to
discuss the administration plans
said the studies would be modeled after the Treasury Department's analysis of the income
tax system, which Reagan
called for in his 1984 State of the
Union address and which led to
his proposal to overhaul the tax
system.
These White House officials,
speaking on condition they not
be identified, said Reagan's fifth
report to Congress on the state
of the nation would emphasize
his concern for the American
family.
RATHER THAN calling for
national sacrifice to meet the
stringent spending cuts required
by the Gramm-Rudman budgetbalancing law, the sources said,
Reagan will explain the necessary budget cuts in terms of
public versus private priorities.

Tremor shakes Bowling Green Man arraigned
Wood County Office Building suffers only damages
by Susan McDonald
staff reporter

Although few people in Bowling Green reportedly felt Friday's earth tremor, cracks in
the Wood County Office Buildine
show that the tremor indeed did
occur.
The office building was the
only one reported to have received damages. This included a
crack in a firth floor electrical
room which runs the length of
the building's inside wall.
Other damages include a onehalf inch drop Between the floor
and the wall in the first floor
mens' restroom, cracked marble In the front entrance way,
damage to the Law Library ceiling, cracks and fallen plaster in
the sheriffs entry to the parking
ge and damage to tiles in
; of several parking garage
spaces.
Other cracks were reported in
the wall seams of the kitchen,
the round seam in the court
room ceiling, and restrooms on
the first, second and fourth
floors.

County Commissioner Alvin
Perkins said the cost of the
damage will not be estimated
until the reports have been reviewed and all of the damage is
surveyed to see what work has
to be done. He said this should
take a few weeks.
"It's not going to be an easy
Job," Perkins said, referring to
hiring of the repairmen to match
and replace the right ceramic
file.
ALTHOUGH AN estimate is
not available, Perkins said the
most expensive repair will involve patching the cracks and
replacing the file in the restrooms.
"So far its the only building
where we've seen any damage,
he said.
He attributed the tremor's
damage to the relative newness
of the building compared to
other buildings in the city. The
Wood Office Building is eight
years old while most of the city's
other buildings are about 90
years old.
Perkins said the older buildings have settled more and

on rape charge
by Valerie Ciptak
staff reporter
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Cracks In the tile In the men's bathroom in the Wood County Office
Building.

therefore, are more stable.
Although approximately 59
separate damages were reported, Perkins said he does not
mink they are anything to worry
about.
"The new building kind of
settled out the other day because

of the tremor and developed
some cracks. I think what the
tremor did was to accentuate
the cracks that were already
there," he said.
No tremor damages to any
University buildings have been
reported.

One of three Toledo men
accused of raping and kidnapping a University woman was
arraigned Thursday in Wood
County Common Pleas Court.
Patrick Henry, 21, formerly
of 1740 Macomber St., Toledo,
pleaded not guilty to five
counts of rape and one count
of kidnapping. Bond was set
at $25,000 for each count of
kidnapping and $10,000 for the
one count of kidnapping, totalling $135,000.
Henry did not post bail and
remains in Wood County Jail.
A Jury trial has been set for
March 26 before Judge Donald DeCessna.
ANOTHER MAN, Troy
Hill, 19, formerly of 1375
Grand St., will be arraigned
after he is appointed counsel.
He is in Wood County Jail.
Hill, Henry and a third
man, Lament Walker, 20, of
1634 Vance St., were indicted
November 7 for the rape and
kidnapping of a University

woman October 26. Walker,
apprehended by police a few
days later, was placed in
Wood County Jail and faces
trial February 11,
Hill and Henry escaped authorities after a high speed
car chase the night of the
alleged rape. The FBI joined
in the search for Henry and
Hill when local authorities
had reason to believe they
had fled the state.
Both men were found and
arrested January 17 in Birmingham, Alabama.
The woman reported to police that she was abducted
near campus and repeatedly
raped in a car which was
driven possibly as far as Toledo. She was dropped off
three hours later on Wooster
Street where she located a
University officer.
The grand jury that indicted the three men returned
a no bill to a fourth man,
Floyd Boatman, 19, indicating that there was insufficient
evidence to convict.

Editorial
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Honoring the explorers

NCAA rule: athletes buckle down
Higher test standards mean future college athletes must study harder

In the wake of the explosion which destroyed the
space shuttle Challenger and its seven crew
members, the need for some kind of memorial to
the dead astronauts has been pointed out.
One proposal which has attracted much attention, media and otherwise, is to name seven of the
ten newly-discovered moons of the planet Uranus
after the Challenger seven. The remaining three
moons would be named after the three astronauts
who died when the Apollo 1 spacecraft caught fire
on the launch pad in 1967.
While we're in no way against commemorating
these individuals or their achievements, this idea is
inappropriate for two reasons.
The moons don't belong to the United States.
Granted, it was American technology in the form of
the Voyager spacecraft which discovered them, but
the moons no more belong to the United States than
the Eiffel Tower belongs to the American tourist
who snaps its picture with his Instamatic.
Secondly, a more fitting memorial would be one
which people can see and identify with. Uranus, let
alone its moons, can't even be seen by the naked
eye from Earth most of the time, even when people
know where to look for it. The Challenger and
Apollo 1 astronauts died in service of their country
and should be honored as such, not by having their
names hung in the sky like those of ancient gods.
And the Apollo astronauts' memorial exists in the
six lunar lander descent stages which sit on the
surface of the moon.
The Uranus moons are dead things, and the
memorial to the Challenger seven should signify
the outward quest in which they participated. Trust
funds for the education of the children of the
Challenger crew are being assembled. That's a
fitting memorial, but it is in the human nature to
want something concrete by which to remember.
Some school children want to collect money for the
construction of a new shuttle, and this suggests an
idea.
If the new shuttle is built - there are enough
spare parts on hand to begin - then a fitting name
for it would be Challenger 2.

Little things in life
by Karl Smith
The United States, and most of
the world, seem to subscribe to
the "bigger is better" theory.
But the shortest month of the
year is upon us and the time has
come to recognize the not-so-big
people, places and things that
are better:
February: The month itself
has many great attributes. Even
though it is nestled in the midst
of winter, it is short, so that
those of us who dislike the snow
and cold only have to tolerate 28
days, opposed to the 30 or 31 of
other months.
Another great thing about
February is Groundhog's Day.
There is nothing better than a
frivolous holiday that annually
gains national media attention
even though it has no real news
value whatsoever.
Snyder's BBQ Potato Chips:
Ruffles have ridges and you
can't eat Just one Lays, but
Snyders BBQ chips are the Cadillac of Barbecue.
Independent television stations: They don't reach the audience of the Big Three, but they
have all the classic shows of
Sesteryear. Independent staons give us a break from
"Punky Brewster" with immortal episodes from "Star Trek"
and "Gilligan's Island."
SpuddWebb: The 5-6 guard of
the Atlanta Hawks tangles with
the giants of the National Basketball Association every night.
In a sport not designed for the
small of stature, Webb stands
tall.
RC Cola: Dwarfed by CocaCola and Pepsi, Royal Crown
(RC) Cola remains one of ray
favorites. Sometimes it's hard to
find, but for those who are tired
of being in the Pepsi Generation
or the few who just don't think
Coke is it, yet don't want cheap

imitations, RC is worth the
search.
Mallo Cups: Far and away the
most underrated candy on the
market but no one ever seems to
get past Snickers and M&M's.
Those people don't know what
they're missing.
WFAL: The campus radio station, although it can only be
heard in the dorms, provides a
pleasant break from WIOT's
blaring selection and WRQN's
bubble-gum rotation.
Michael J. Foxx: The impish
actor is proof positive that male
screen stars don't have to be
hulks like Sly Stallone to succeed. His weekly performance
in "Family Ties also gives us a
break from shows like "Punky
Brewster."
Rhode Island: No list would be
complete without the smallest
state. The best feature of Rhode
Island is that the NCAA hockey
tournament will be held there
this spring - and Bowling Green
could be represented.
Liechtenstein: What a great
country. It's rarely in the news,
it doesn't cause trouble and it
isn't involved in the arms race.
That's my kind of country.
Carl's Jr. Hamburgers: It's a
shame that this hamburger
chain isn't established in Ohio
(I've only seen them in California), because it's a great alternative to McDonald's and
Burger King. Instead of imposing names like Big Mac and
Whopper, you can order a
Happy Star or an Old-Fashioned
Star.
The big lighted sign outside
every restaurant boasts a big
yellow star wearing a beaming
smile through thick and thin.
We need more things like that.
Smith, a junior journalism
major from Walton Hills, is assistant managing editor of The
News.
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by Jeff Stone
Amidst the National Collegiate Athletic Association's
world of rules, bylaws and legal
jargon, there have been two
words recognizable to most of
the American public: Proposition 48, the much-contested rule
that would help eliminate two
more common words: Dumb
jock.
Now, Proposition 48 has finally found its way into the
NCAA rules manual after three
years of extensive debate, and,
though its name will change, the
song basically remains the
same. At the recent NCAA Convention, core curricula, grade
point averages, and, yes, standardized test scores were
adopted as measures of eligibility for incoming freshmen student-athletes.
The core curriculum of English, math, social science and
natural science was acceptable
to all. It's hard to argue against
reading, writing and arithmetic.
The minimum 2.0 grade point
average was also understandable and easy to live with. Unfortunately, incorporating test
scores (minimum of 700 on the
S.A.T. or 15 on the ACT) into the
requirements was no walk in the
park.
Since 1983, we have heard pros
and cons. Members of the
NCAA's President's Commission strongly endorsed the proposal. Presidents of black
colleges responded very negatively naming discrimination
against black athletes. The research does reveal racial bias in
the standardized tests; blacks,
on the average, score lower.
But something had to be done.
Reform does not take place
when debates linger on for
months or even years. Finally,

the voting of approximately 300
delegates passed the standards
by an overwhelming margin. It
seems that the vast majority of
those involved in college athletics feel a change is being made
for the betterment of all involved. Let's hope so.
My biggest concern is the lack
of knowledge surrounding the
new rules. Newspapers, magazines, journals and radio and
television programs have given
vague accounts of the legislation. I would expect that athletic administrators in many
universities are hoping for an
explanation. I am sure that a
great number of high school
athletes and parents are grasping for details and they are
probably the ones most affected.
Why have all of those coaches
stopped recruiting Junior?

Further clouding of the issue
is being generated by Joseph
Johnson, president of Grambling State University and an
outspoken opponent of the new
rules. He has promised a legal
challenge and expects that court
action will take place before
August when the new standards
go into effect.
Johnson also compared the
rules to apartheid in South Africa and promised a "hit list" of
schools who voted for use of the
test scores. Johnson's criticisms
are well-founded but I expect
that emotions were running high
when the statements were issued.
I'm not saying that the rules
are perfectly legitimate. But, at
this point, making references to
South Africa and a "hit list"
seem somewhat extreme. After

all, colleges such as Oklahoma,
North Carolina, Michigan,
Duke, Notre Dame, Nebraska.
Perm State, Indiana and on and
on and on voted against dropping the use of testing. These are
the top athletic programs in the
country and, hit list or not, the
best athletes, black or white, are
not going to ignore scholarships
to these schools.
For now (and maybe forever),
these are the rules. Controversy
aside, it is time to spread the
word to all high school athletes.
Tell them what they have to do,
advise them and remind them
that there are no exceptions.
Here are two more common
words directed at prospective
student-athletes: Study hard.
Stone is a graduate student in
College Student Personnel trom
Midland, Mich.

Letters
Celestial memorial
We, as so many, have felt the
tragic loss of the space shuttle
Challenger's crew. We feel it
would be a fitting gesture to
name seven of the newly-discovered satellites of Uranus in
honor of these valiant people:
Francis Scobee, Michael Smith,
Ronald McNair, Ellison Onizuka, Judith Resnik, Gregory
Jarvis and Christa McAufiffe.
Also, since there appears to be
at least three other satellites, we
feel that these should be named
after the three astronauts, Virgil
Grissom, Edward White and
Roger Chaffee, who died in the
fire aboard Apollo 1.
We beg you to urge your audience to support this concept and
ask them to show their support
for this idea by writing tneir
Congressperson or the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Thank you.
BUI Biegala
Steve McKenzIe
Editor's note: The naming of
celestial objects does not rest
with the United States or its
space program. All such names
must be approved by the international scientific community.

Response to Schmidt
In one week David Schmidt
managed to criticize two of the
best things that we as a nation
have to be proud of: the men and
women in the United States
Armed Services and the brave
men and women in America's
space program.
Without the military, we, as a
nation of free people, would
cease to exist. Schmidt's sophomoric criticism of the men who
fought in Grenada (Jan. 28) was
not only unwarranted but was
based on a distortion of the
facts. The people of Grenada
wanted the Americans to rescue
them from the newly-estat*lished communist government,
and there were Americans
trapped on Grenada who were
justifiably terrified of what
might happen to them. It was on
these premises that Grenada
was invaded by American
troops. If the invasion of Grenada appalls Schmidt, perhaps

Correction
The headline on the influenza vaccination story on
the front page of Friday's BG
News needs clarification. Flu
shots are available only at the
Wood County Health Center,
and are not available at the
University Health Center.
The News regrets the error. ,

he should go to Afghanistan to
view the Soviet military in action.
The second, and more unforgivable, of Schmidt's ramblings
was his cruel, heartless assault
on the explosion of the space
shuttle. It takes a special kind of
person to try to trivialize the
deaths of seven people in service
to their country as Schmidt did.
Hopefully, the rest of us realize
how terrible this event is for the
families of those killed and we
can give them the sympathy
they deserve. Bill Melden deserves to be commended for his
heartfelt epitaph to these brave
people.
EdLeedom
313 Anderson Hall

Assumptions faulty
In the wake of the space shuttle tragedy of Jan. 28, the words
of David H. Schmidt (Jan. 31)
ring with abrasiveness and pomposity. Beyond this merely emotional reaction, however, his
writing is marred by faulty assumptions and misdirected
thinking. It is surprising to see
such fallacies being committed
by a philosophy student. Indeed,
Schmidt seems more eager to
display his erudition than to
present a legitimate argument.
Granted, his parallel between
the Bogota disaster and the shut-

tie explosion seems to make a
timely and valid point: too often
we let ourselves become numb
to the news of death and assume
that it can only surface elsewhere. When it hits home we are
suddenly forced to deal with the
reality of its presence - as if our
seeming immunity to it had been
broken.
Yet Schmidt states that the
space program is merely our
answer to "boredom and anxiety" and he proceeds to charge
the United States, and mankind
in general, with the crime of
anthropocentrism.
Despite the apparent breadth
of his reading list, Mr. Schmidt
seems to have developed a
rather narrow viewpoint. Evidently he's forgotten that when
Voltaire wrote,
.. this is the
best of all possible worlds...,"
through the character of Pangloss in Candide, he intended to
echo, and parody, the extreme
optimism of the rationalistic
philospober Leibniz. Voltaire
doubted that this is "the best of
all possible worlds," but as a
great thinker he cared enough
about his world to ponder it and
explore alternative viewpoints.

In his haste to indict the space
Cram as being nothing more
a superfluous toy, Schmidt
displays a stunning inability for
logical thought. He writes, "...
if it is space that we are really
interested in, I suggest everybody pick up a copy of Cosmos
... Does Schmidt realize that
Carl Sagan would have had to
write a much slimmer volume if
it wasn't for the data gathered
by previous space missions?
Perhaps Schmidt should consult a logic text before he attempts to set his impassioned
thoughts to the page again. More
importantly, however, if he
really "revelled" in the deaths
of seven human beings because
it confirmed his assessment of
our race as one of "stupid
freaks" then I suggest he abandon his books and take a serious
look at himself.

The creativity and inquisitiveness exhibited by Voltaire and
by countless others throughout
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history have propelled our race
to the point where it is now - not
a pinnacle of perfection, to be
sure, but at least a point from
•which we can move forward.
Yet it is precisely this human
yearning tor exploration which
Schmidt sees as the great fault
of our race.
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Local
Kucinich announces running mate
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by Geoffrey Barnard
editor

TOLEDO - Independent candidate for governor Dennis Kucinich introduced school teacher
and political newcomer David
Kelley as his running mate yesterday.
He made the announcement at
a series of news conferences in
Toledo, Cleveland and Columbus.
Though Kelley is relatively
unknown, Kucinich said ft
should not hurt his platform, a
campaign he has geared toward
the common folk."
"I've found my name is as
well-known in the state as any
state official," Kucinich said.
"I've found I'm running as well
as Celeste in the north.'
Aside from being an English
teacher for the past eight years.
Kelley has also been a financial
Planner and advises his brother
aul on a financial column published for the Medina Gazette.
Kelley, a Democrat, is running
as an independent on the ticket.
KUCINICH SAID Kelley was
chosen because of his experience in business, his integrity
and independent approach to
government.
"Professional politicians
haven't exactly cornered the
market on intelligence, decency
and foresight," Kucinich said.
Kucinich, former mayor of
Cleveland and former city councilman, originally intended to
challenge Gov. Richard Celeste
for the Democratic nomination.

He said he chose to run as an
independent to offer voters an
alternative to Celeste or former
Gov. James Rhodes.
"It was my 541-mile walk
across the state that convinced
me that the people want something so dramatically different
that they are ready to accept an
independent candidate,' he
said. "People no longer need
political machines to do their
thinking."
Kucinich said he considers his
chances of winning very real,
even though the campaigns of
Celeste and Rhodes are more
heavily financed and apparently
have party backing.
"WHY WOULD someone pay
$10 million to win a job that pays
$70,000 ? It amounts to someone
putting a 'for sale' sign on their
back,'' he said. "I'm not concerned about money. I can't be
bought. I'm not for sale.
"Ultimately, I think its going
to be a two-person race - myself
and former Governor Rhodes."
Rhodes is vying for the Republican Party nomination along
with state Sens. Paul Gillmor
and Paul Pfeifer.
Kucinich said he wouldn't
seek endorsements. Kelley
agreed endorsements would not
be critical to the campaign.
"We saw in the last (presidential) election that endorsements are not the key," Kelley
said. "Walter Mondale had all
sorts of endorsements from labor."

BG News/Jim Sakola
Dennis Kucinich, left, makes a point during the announcement of his
running mate in Toledo yesterday. David Kelley, right, will be the ticket's
candidate for lieutenant governor. Kucinich made his announcement

at the Holiday Inn South at 9 a.m. He repeated the announcement later in
the day in Cleveland and Columbus.

6 CJSG reps sworn in, replace resigned members
by Caroline Langer
staff reporter

Six new representatives were sworn
in to the Undergraduate Student Government at a meeting last night.
The six replaced representatives
who resigned at the beginning of the
semester because of conflicts between

out of 26 applicants by a committee
consisting of himself and six other USG
members.

classes and meetings.
The new representatives are: John
Fox and Jack Thomas, off-campus;
Mark Sivy and Michael Hoffman, atlarge; Scott Lameier, district three;
and Barry Wurgler, district four.
Michael McGreevev, USG president,
said the representatives were chosen

The new members attended a USG
retreat Sunday, McGreevey said.
"Tbe retreat is held once each semester to get in depth on issues and
incorporate new members," McGree-

vey said.
Steve Russell, student welfare coordinator, said Phone Power Hour, a
program designed to reach the constituants and get feedback on issues currently being addressed by USG, will go
into affect this week.
Members will call 10 students weekly

during their office hours, Russell said.
USG hopes to reach between 400 to 500
students a week.
Kristin Romaine, public relations
coordinator, said yesterday began
"USG Awareness week, which is designed to let students know that USG is
here and students have a voice in what
goes on in the University."

Freshmen! Sophomores!
Need a job for the 1986-87 school year?

372-2343
3rd floor. Union

UPCOMING UAO EVENTS
Vala-gram Floating Balloon Sale, now through Friday (or until all balloons are sold),
9-5, Union Foyer. $1.50 buys your sweetie a silver heart-shaped balloon, handdelivered on campus.
MAROI GRAS IS ALMOST HERE!!! Mardi Gras returns on Saturday, Feb. 8, from 8
p.m. until midnight. Come and see the Grand Ballroom, which will be a beautiful
floating casino. Also featured will be the Mexican Cantina, County Fair, Mystics Room,
Caricatures, the Falcon's Nest with Crucial DBC, the maze, and a ski lodge! You don't
want to miss all of the fun and excitement of this Saturday night! See you there!!
Chevrolet, GMAC, and UAO bring you a Video Dance Party on Feb. 20 from 7-11
p.m. in the Grand Ballroom. Over 200 prizes to be given away! Cost is $2. All
proceeds benefit the TJ Martell Foundation for Cancer and Leukemia Research.
"La Cage Aux Follea" April 10 at the Toledo Masonic Auditorium. $26 with
transportation, $24 without transportation. Bus will leave Union Oval at 6:45 p.m.
Tickets go on sale March 3 at the UAO Office.
Instructors are still needed for the Second Session of the Spring Mini-Courses. If
interested, call the UAO Office.

«) days left until Spring Break.

Come up to the Office today to sign
up for Daytona Beach ($215) or
South Padre Island, Texas
($249). $100 deposit must accompany sign-up.

it

-JV CAMPUS FILMS
Thursday

Fri./Sat.

Midnight

Feb. 6

Feb. 7, B

Feb. 7,8

Feb. 10

.__.. .VJWi-nn EXCALIBUR
FvrAURliR

N((r(j)W(ls(p^RMINrflT)R|

8 p.m.
121 West Hal

7:30/9:45 p.m.
210MSC

I

Midnight
210 MSC

'

h
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Campus Fact Line
Sure, you could work for AT&T, Sprint, Allnet, ITT, MCI,
MAX, Two Tin Cans and a String, Inc., or U.S. Telcom, but
you would need a college degree and a relative in the
company. You don't have either, so why not consider
Campus Fact Line.
You won't make enough money to buy a Ferrari, but you
will be one of the highest paid students on campus and we
promise (Cross our hearts and hope to die) you will never
have to clean a plate or bus a table. Positively guaranteed.
You won't meet Cliff Robertson, Burt Lancaster or some
other over-the-hill actor who is shilling for a conglomerate,
but you will get to talk to some of the best college students in
Wood County.
So if you are intelligent, dedicated, resourceful, patient,
empathetic, friendly, cheerful, witty or just a real nice
person, you could be the student we are looking for.

Applications for the 1986-87 year are now available in the
Office of Student Employment, 460 Student Services.
Only 100 application* available.

Monday

North bv

Make the right choice.

(}|

I l< . II!.s|

7,9 p.m.
121 West Hal

For more than fourteen years
when you reached out we were there

Campus Fact Line
The right choice
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'85 contracts Fair addresses
free of taxes housing issues
by Dave Harding
chl«f copyedHor

The University has decided
not to withhold fee waiver taxes
from graduate assistants who
signed a contract before the end
of last year.
At a meeting Friday with
Kdilate students, University
sident Paul Olscamp said.
"If a graduate student entered
in a contract before January 1,
1986, then our counsel has advised us that there does not have
to be any withholding while the
contract is in effect."

BG News/Jim Youll

Tax advice

Jolene Parker, a graduate assistant in the music department, chats with
Dr. Joseph Katzner following a meeting in Kobacker Auditorium
Friday. The graduate assistants are trying to preempt the return of a
tax on their fee wavers, and received advice from University
officials at the meeting.

i
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The Washington
Center
Internship.
Don't Graduate
Without It.
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Mliii.iinis. All carm areas.
5"pl>»inor« iftrnugh Posi Graduates
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Steve Fogler, graduate assistant in philosophy, said graduate students were cautiously
optimistic that the bill would
pass.
"We are going to have to
watch and see how things turn
out in Washington," he said. "If
the legislature doesn't pass the
bill, then we may have to see if
we can have our contracts reworded or if some other action
can be taken to help us."
Although the Senate Bill has
yet to be passed, graduate students were pleased with the University's decision.
"We were all feeling the tension of this tax issue and it was a
little difficult to concentrate on
studying but now everything is
pretty much back to normal,"
Fogler said.

Tuesday Only

Entire Stock

fnpiill unit mime bi u (irking and learning

iVashington D.C.
Uui imtyiiini nticis ilu'sc atKamagt's:
•Full til

Earrings, necklaces, chains
bracelets & pins

- — political and media

40 % off

•Academic credit.

Internships aiailable lot Summer. F.ill and
Spring. Checl immediatelv Ic* upcnrfiing
tleadlines. Housing prwided.

of BG students
by Melissa McGtlUvray
staff reporter
Leases, landlords and security deposits may be unfamiliar to students living in a
dorm, but these words take on
new meaning for students
looking for off-campus housing.
The Off-Campus Housing
Fair, being held from 7 to 9
p.m. tonight in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom, is designed
to help students who are confused about off-campus living, said Tonia Stewart,
director of Off-Campus Housing.
The event is being co-sponsored by Stewart's office, the
Student Consumer Union and
Student Legal Services.
Tne fair will feature representatives from the three
groups as well as landlords
and managers of apartment
complexes who will discuss
student problems and questions, Stewart said.
"What we're trying to do is
get the student out to meet
these people face to face and
give them a sense of community involvement in where
they're going to be living,"
Stewart said.
Over 1,000 students attended the fair last year, she
said.
There will be 15 to 18 different landlords at the fair, so
students will have a variety of
rental agencies to choose
from, she said.
"It gives the student a
chance to do some comparison shopping,"she said.
Stewart said her office has
compiled an information
booklet for the fair that will
be available to students.

rights. It also features a history of Bowling Green, important phone numbers and
special tips for students such
as ways to budget monthly
expenses and protect their
homes, she said.
Some landlords will have
leases that students may sign
at the fair, Stewart said.
"If they do sign a lease
there, it is binding," she said.
"They will be held responsible for anything they sign."
One type of lease available
is designed for student renters.
Jason Gray, chairman of
the Student Consumer Union,
said the Model Lease, compiled by the Student Consumer Union is used by five of
the Bowling Green rental
agencies.
"We use it as an educational tool because it informs
students what should and
shouldn't be in a lease and
what to look for," Gray said.
"We felt it was necessary to
inform the students who may
be living off campus of what
they may be getting into," he
said.
ALSO TO INFORM students, the Student Consumer
Union will provide a booklet
titled "Guide to Off-Campus
Living," which offers information such as how to look for
problems with an apartment
before moving in so students
don't get billed for it later,
Gray said.
Gray believes the fair will
be helpful to students.
"We encourage all students
who either live off campus or
plan to move off campus, to
attend." he said.
Sandra Scott, attorney for
the Student Legal Services,
said that students who have
legal questions about offcampus living can also talk to
a representative from SL5 at
the fair.

THE BOOKLET, titled
"Home Sweet ,Home," includes inforrr« *ion about
leases and security deposits,
and a listing of tenants'

open 'till 9:00 p.m. Tues. Eve.

SUMMER DEADLINE
EXTENDED TO FEB. 15
CONTACT 372-8202
TwmsMNCTOK

Anderson said there was a
legitimate concern raised as to
whether or not graduate students would be liable if the University's attorneys were proven
wrong.
"That's a possibility but it's
not really a major concern be-

WITH THE University's decision not to withhold taxes, graduate students are now concerned
with Congress passing Senate
Bill 558. If Congress fails to pass
the bill, graduate students taxes
will be withheld from their fee
waivers. The bill would reinstate a previous tax exemption
on graduate fee waivers.

-Jewelry Special-

"'""' '"'''

capital
•Access i

However, Olscamp added that
if a contract was signed this
year the University had no
choice but to withhold taxes
beginning with the March 20
paycheck.
David Anderson, president of
the Graduate Student Senate,
said only 11 graduate assistants
had signed contracts with the
University during 1986 and four
of those had already arranged
not to have their taxes withheld
due to the nature of their
assistantships.

cause there are too many 'its'
involved," Anderson said.
Anderson added, for example,
that if the IRS finds fault with
the University's attorneys, a
problem could exist.

Jhe rJLinden ^Jree iK.eitaurant

VL PoJL, Puff

or 231 ADMINSTRATION

WEDNESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL!!
All the fresh Lake Erie Perch you
care to enjoy every Wednesday!
Includes: vegetable, potato, soup
and salad bar
Only s5.95
5-9 p.m.

525 KZJp Si.

TODAY!

Every Wednesday
352-7333
kjsw

Make this Valentine's Day
something special for your
Valentines
by placing VALENTINE MESSAGES

1450 E. Wooster
Across from Harshman Quad

i^^^,

^m^rnu

Pantene Perm Special

in

THE BG NEWS
$5.00 each
214 West Hall
372-2601

DEADLINE:
Wed., Feb. 12,
4 p.m.

Collagen
or

Valentine messages must be
submitted in person or by using
the Classified Mail-In Form
BACK PAGE

Perfect Transition
Offer ViliJ 2'1/IW ihtu l/l/*

25 99

In.luJo
Cm cf W«r

No Appointment * Just Walk In!

832 S. Main St.
352-9763
HAIR
MAIH FASHIONS
FASHIONS
Daily 8-8; Sat. 8-6; Sun. 10-5
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Foundation serves University for more than 17 years
by Julie Wallace
reporter

The Northwest Ohio Educational Technology
Foundation is one of Bowling Green's best-kept
secrets.
The foundation, by way of WBGU-TV facilities,
has been providing instructional television and
various educational services to member schools
for over 17 years.
"Perceptions of what instructional television is
usually are outdated. Education majors in particular need to be aware of all areas of our curriculum. Most think of instructional television as an
auditorium or amphitheater with a dozen monitors focused on the lecturer. It is so much more
than that," Sally Blair, Director of NWOETF,
said.

through the Foundation.
"As the number of inquiries increased, we
decided to survey the schools and received such
an overwhelming response that we met with the
Board of Directors who approved the plans for the
Center " Blair said.
The Tape Duplication Center provides flexibility to teacher's schedules by sending VCR or Beta
videotaped programs to schools at the teacher's
request. This flexibility is the major reason the
use of the Foundation's services increased by 200
percent after the TDC was formed.

A non-profit organization funded by the State
Department of Educators, NWOETF, founded in
1968, is one of eight ITV stations across Ohio to
provide the opportunity for student service.
NWOETF is divided into three divisions: the
Computer Resource Center; the Tape Duplicating
Center; and the Northwest Ohio Media Center. AH
three provide member schools with the most upto-date educational technology available.
"We try to keep our ears to the ground. We
listen to what the teachers have to say and act on
their comments," Blair said.

THE FOUNDATION buys the rights to copy
tapes for the school's usage. The TDC has 26 VCR
machines that run continually during business
hours and on the average, 120 tapes are
"dubbed," - copied from the master tape to a
blank tape, per day.
The third division, The Northwest Ohio Media
Center, provides rental of 16mm films to schools.
The Center maintains a library of 3,000 films for
usage.
The role of the services are to be an aide for
classroom teachers, Blair said.
"ITV was not established to replace the teacher; it was established to supplement and enhance the teacher's lessons," she said. "The new
State Minimum Standards for school curriculums
requires schools to provide so many hours of
certain subjects. Many schools use our programs
to help fill these requirements."

THE MOST recent division, the Computer Resource Center, was established in the 1982-83
school year due to a growing number of inquiries
by teachers concerning computer technology, she
said. The CRC provides technical consultations,
discounted software and instructional workshops
to assist teachers in developing programs best
suited for their classroom needs.
Blair said 95 percent of the teachers responded
positively to the idea of a computer service

Additional services provided include school
visits, a News 6 special that involves area sixth
graders producing their own news program, a
monthly newsletter and program guides supplementing televised material.
"Everyone needs to be aware of the technology
around us. It is a part of the business world,
education wor'J, etc. It's a shame not to take
advantage of it and to channel it into educational
value," Blair said.

BG News/Peter Fellman
Bernadette Jonozzo. sophomore health care administration major, checks the television monitors for
malfunctions »« she operates a videotape duplicating machine. Jonozzo works as a technician at the
Northwest Ohio Educational television station which airs Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
Channel 57.

Fish ara your friends, ssssssssssssss.■ Don't throw trash in their home.ssssssssss&
United WMu
1

Congratulations to

o* Cww tow*

■ ■expires 4-18-8611

Challenger
D Continued from page 1.
"As we move away from this
terrible day, we must devote our
energies to finding out how it
happened and how it can be
prevented from happening
again," President Reagan said
yesterday in naming a commission to investigate the cause of
the catastrophe independently
of NASA. He said it would be
headed by former Secretary of
State William Rogers and former astronaut Neil Armstrong.
Toe interim NASA board set
up to investigate will no longer
exist, said White House spokesman Larry Speakes. The hoard
is headed by Jesse Moore, an
associate administrator of

NASA, and includes the directors of the Kennedy Space Center and the Marshall Space
Flight Center in Alabama.

BG RADIATOR
For the BEST deal
For the BEST price
Quality work
always top
priority
520 South Maple
Bowling Green, OH

352-5133

I

Haircut

I Hours

$6

| closed on Mondays
■ T, W, TH, - 9:30 • 6:30
■ Fri. • 9:30 - 7:00
Sat. - 9:30 - 4:00

the new members of
Pi Kappa Phi

Reg.$10

DM*

not
Includ.

Greg Atkins

Todd Hstley

Matk Murphy

■ham poo

John Guynn

Keith Hobson

Xf Reynallt

Keith rWderroan

Dave Kowilski

Tim Sexton

THE HAIR REPAIR
"Where quality comes first"

I

NEW LOCATION! 118 S. Enterprise
2 houses south of Taco Bell

I

Lois

Leah

Suzle

You're in the

BAG
Seniors!!

Welcome to the brotherhood!

352-2566

The Shape Of
Things To Come
A
square
pizza slice.
Not the
usual shape
for pizza slices.,
but then Rocky
Rococo Pan Style Pizza
is not your usual pizza. It's
a generous ' _■ lb. single serving,
conveniently boxed to slay hot and

fresh. Ready
almost instantly to
eat-in or carry out.
♦'
Some Rocky Rococo restaurants even offer drive-thru
service. And all our slices are
specially prepared with extra care,
made by hand with heart. Try Rocky
Rococo Pan Style Pizza slices. They're the
shape of things to come... and go!

And Go.
Rocky JJj.Rococo
If you're among those who haven't had their senior portrait taken.

Varden Studios is here NOW
for the last time this year. This
week is almost booked and
the rest are filling fast. Last day
is Feb. 141!
Call 372-8086 for an appointment.

Don't be left out of the best senior section ever, or caught at graduation
without senior portraits for family, friends or employers. Then you WILL NEED
a bag!

1*1"***

ANY PAN STYLE SLICE
of your choice only

99* ALL DAY TUESDAY
Now Serving Beer and Wine

Happy Hours 5-8 Monday & Friday!

Be here for Rocky's Visit on February 22 5-6:30 p.m.
Valid only at: 176 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, Ohio

352-4600
C '985 Rocky Rococo Corp

i
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300 attend black male conference
by Shelly Trusty
staff reporter
Over 300 people from Ohio and Michigan
took part in a conference and workshop on
the black American male held here this
weekend, according to the Office of Minority
Affairs.
The conference, titled "An Affirmation of
the Afro-American Male: Myths and Realities," was sponsored by the office of Minority Affairs and the Ohio Department of
Human Services. The idea behind the conference was to bring together faculty, administrators, representatives of various
government, community and health agencies and students to discuss issues and
concerns.
The conference featured the presentation
of papers dealing with the problems and
challenges of the Afro-American male, an
exhibit of Afro-American art, a health booth

for hypertension screening and workshops
on the Afro-American male.
The Rev. Calvin Butts presented one of the
most heavily attended workshops, "What
History Tells Us About Us!"
He spoke to an inter-racial audience of
about 150 people on the importance of selfrespect for the black male and his responsibility to the rest of society.
Butts said it is hard to exist in a majority
society and keep your ideals, but the AfroAmerican male cannot afford to lose his own
identity.
"When you begin to respect yourself, to
define yourself on your own terms, then your
woman will respect you and the society will
respect you. When you do what you know you
should do. I guarantee that the amount of
respect people have for you will increase,"
Butts said.
HE SPOKE of the loss of identity as "sin

and shame."
"The sin is a white woman walking down
the street with her lips painted and swinging
a purse-the shame is the black woman
following in her footsteps. The sin is a white
man who believes his woman should be
submissive - the shame is the black man
who believes this as well," Butts said.
He said the society must work together to
better itself. Butts cited examples of blackagainst-black violence and crime. He said
that nobody can destroy a black man better
than another black man.
Communication was stressed by Butts as
an important weapon against racism and
violence in society. He said Afro-Americans
must report racial incidences and be willing
to speak up against the temptations of the
majority society. Most important, Butts
said, blacks must communicate with each
other in order to solve their problems.

BOB MARLEY
TRIBUTE
Reggae King
Rastaman
International Hero
Dreadlock Man
African
with
Reggae Band
A BLACK HISTORY MONTH EVENT

A Campus party over the
weekend resulted in the referral of several students to
Standards and Procedures.
A male student from Akron
University was removed
from the Florida Fling for
using altered identification.
The student was reported as
being drunk and disorderly,
using loud and abusive language towards campus police, and calling attention to
the scene.
He was referred to Standards and Procedures at Akron University by Campus
police.

Campus police approached
another man who was reportedly causing a disturbance,
when a friend of the man
grabbed the officer's arm and
fried to push him away. The
man, reportedly intoxicated,
told the officer to stay away
from his friend.
The man whom the officer
originally approached, left
the Florida Fling with his
girlfriend.
The man who tried to keep
the officer away was cited for
disorderly conduct and then
referred to Standards and
Procedures here.

Council honors former rep
by Zora Johnson
staff reporter

CRUCIAL DBC

Students disciplined
after campus party

9:00 p.m.
Thun.. Feb. 6*
N.E. Commons
Free

FREE TRIP FOR 4
TO FLORIDA
No other Florida deal comes close!!

City Council began last night's
meeting with a moment of silence honoring the crew of the
space shuttle Challenger, but
then quickly moved into its
agenda, approving several
pieces of legislation.
Approved by Council was a
resolution honoring Cynthia
Henry for her services as First
Ward Councilman from F«r
ruary 19, 1985 to December 31,
1985.
Mayor Bruce Bellard presented Henry with a plaque and

read a portion of the resolution
which stated. "Mrs. Henry
worked unselfishly and diligently to further and protect the
interests of her constituents during her term of office and performed an invaluable service to
the citizens of Bowling Green."
"We are appreciative of the
fine job you did, and are happy
to have had the chance to work
with you," Bellard said.
Also passed was an ordinance
authorizing the Utilities Director to advertise the sale of a 2500
KVA Delta-Star transformer,
which is no longer needed by the
city.

Aluminum cans are worth money.
It pays to keep America clean.

All Pizza Parties are NOT the same!
Especially when they're sponsored by:

THE ROYAL GREEN
The Royal Green — A campus organization
to serve community needs
Tuesday, February 14 9 p.m. 253 Memorial Hall

COUNCIL ALSO approved an
ordinance which will allow continued funding of a city sewer
project near Pearl and South
Grove Streets.
In other business, city officials
reported on some projects which
are moving toward completion.
Bellard reported on the progress made on a 911 emergency
phone system which has been
proposed for installation in
Bowling Green.
Bellard said a 19-member
technical advisory committee
has met twice to discuss the
proposed system.
"The next step will be for a
implementation proposal for 911
to be prepared for presentation
at a public meeting," Bellard
said. ''Obviously this will cost
money and we don't know where
the money will come from but
we're not concerned about that
right now."
David Barber, director of
Public Works, updated the council on progress being made on
the Carter Park Water Tower.
"The contractor for the tower
will be leaving sometime this
week when all of the steel work
is finished," Barber said. "He
will return when concrete can be
poured without having to protect
it from frost."

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

# Come See The Difference ir

All you have to do is attend BG Basketball games:
Feb. 5 • Central Michigan ■ stuff your entry into the box and win!
Feb. 15 • Toledo • 1,000 FREE tubes of Hawaiian Tropic
Feb. 22 • Kent St. • 1,000 Rocky Rococo Sun Visors
1,000 Old Milwaukee Can Coolers
Mar. 1 - Miami • Beheading Freddie & Freida
Retiring Nate Thurmond's Jersey
FLORIDA FLYAWAY WINNER DRAWN

WHAT IS NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE?
NSE
is a program that offers you the
opportunity to study at one of over
80 colleges and universities across
the United States at In-state tuition
rates.

You must attend games to enter, so be there. Better yet bring some friends because...

THE FLORIDA FLYAWAY IS NOW A TRIP FORT
DETAILS AT MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE

.

Don't take our
word for it
Decide for yourself about retail management
opportunities at Hills.
We may be totally wrong for you. You
may be totally wrong for us. It's pretty
hard to tell from an ad.
Of course we want you to know that our
training program for college grads —
business majors or liberal arts majors
— is about the best in the industry.
That when you sign on with Hills you
learn to supervise 150 people and a
multimillion dollar operation. And that
the retail business today is a whole lot
more sophisticated than you probably
realized.

Well be at your school on

But you're getting bombarded with
propaganda and promises from lots of
different companies. Why should you
believe everything you read in a recruitment ad?
The answer is, you shouldn't. But if
you'd like to find out more about Hills,
talk with us. We won't make you piein-the-sky promises. We'll just tell you
about Hills. So you can decide for yourself about us.
Drop off your resume at your placement
office and well arrange a meeting with
one of our Personnel Representatives.

March k_l$8fi

ifiifc
Or send your resume to the College Recruitment Dept.
Hills Personnel Office. 15 Dan Road, Canton, Mass. 02021

out-of-state fees are waived
courses are arranged to
transfer back to BGSU
2.5 GPA required
exchange for one term or full year
during sophomore or junior year

For more information contact:
Joni Reed
Center for Academic Options
231 Administration
372-8202

1986-87 DEADLINE FEB. 20
SIWSWJWSSW

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9:00 - 4:30

Phone 3529378

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT - 8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. • MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

Monday - Friday

Features:
2 bedroom-carpeted & furnished
Gas heat ■ gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only electric
Lots of closet space
1 1/2 bath

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has
been built features the following:
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool

• Sun Lamps

• Shower Massoge

• Indoor Heated Pool

• Metot Sauna

• Complete Exerci$e Focilitiet and Equipment

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished
>.<¥:W:*W<W:W^^^
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University student
finds activities
worthy of cheer
by Ron Friti
assistant sports editor

Although she never made her
high school varsity squad, one
University student has become a
cheer/leading fanatic.
Not only is Stephanie Corrado,
junior sports management major, in her second year as a
Falcon cheerleader, she is also
the advisor for Bowling Green
High School's varsity and junior
varsity basketball cheerleaders.
Since Corrado became the advisor at BGHS on Nov. 22, she
has little time away from
cheerleading. With two practices and monitoring two games
a week as advisor, she also has
two games and once-a-week
workouts with the Falcons.
"But it's fun," Corrado said.
"Both things fit into my schedule and I love doing them. Plus,
being busy helps me budget my
time. I really wouldn't know
what to do with my time if I
didn't keep busy."
However, there was a time
this year when cheerleading
wasn't so fun for Corrado. In
fact, she is lucky she's able to
walk, let alone cheer.
After the first two football
games this season, she broke
two vertebrae in her back at
practice when she attempted a
double flip and landed flat on her
back. She was hospitalized for 10
days and unable to cheer the
rest of the football season.
"Ill never forget that accident," Corrado said. "I've never
been so scared; I didn't know if I
was paralyzed or what.
"I was also upset at not being

able to go to the California Bowl,
and missing the football season."
But Corrado feels the experience has made her a better
coach for the high school girls.
"I think it has made me more
aware of the risks involved with
being a cheerleader," she said.
"Luckily in high school, they're
not allowed to do mounts."
Being a University
cheerleader doesn't hurt when
trying to relate to her two
squads, either.
"I can relate to them really
well," Corrado said. "I'm close
to their age, but I feel they still
respect me. I hope they see me
cheer at BG. I hope it s one of
their goals (to cheer in college).^
However, Corrado isn't attempting to make the BGHS
cheerleaders imitations of the
University cheerleaders.
"No, I'm not trying to make
them into Falcon cheerleaders,"
she said. "I'm just trying to get
them to be enthusiastic and to
make them sharper. I try to
bring in current cheerleading
ideas."
BGHS senior Debbie Fernandez, co-captain of the Bobcat
cheerleaders, said Corrado is a
good advisor.
"She really teaches us a lot,"
Fernandez said. "Stephanie gets
along with everybody and really
understands us. She treats us
like she would any of her other
friends."
In high school, though,
cheerleading wasn't Corrado's
first priority. She was cut from
the cheerleading squad at Upper

University cheerleader and Bowling Green High School cheerleading
advisor Stephanie Corrado shares a laugh with members of the BGHS
junior varsity and varsity squads at practice. The junior sports manage-

Arlington High School, in Columbus, following her sophomore season. However, Corrado
had diving to fall back on.
In fact, Corrado was recruited
to come to the University as a
diver. But following a rough
freshman diving season, she decided to give cheerleading a
shot.
"I tried out just for fun," she

said. "I never thought I'd make
it. One of the toughest things for
me was telling the swim coach I
was going to cheer."
However, diving has led to
other things to keep Corrado
busy. She is a part-time lifeguard at the University's Recreation Center and is a diving
coach for Bowling Green's youth
swim club in the summer.

ment major rarely has time to rest during the week with the schedule the
high school and University basketball teams keep.

She hopes to someday be a
sports director at a facility such
as the Rec center, and also be a
swim coach. Looking at all her
activities, one thing sticks out sports.
"I love sports of all kinds,"
Corrado said. "I think that's
why I love cheerleading so
much. I really love to be in front

Survey: New students lacking skills
by Mike Amburgey
staff reporter

The caliber of incoming freshmen to state universities has
decreased during the past few
years and education officials are
out to reverse the trend.
According to John Martin, director of admissions, a recent
survey conducted by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teachers found that
many new undergraduates were
lacking in academic abilities.
Sixty-three percent of 6,000
college teachers questioned
across the nation said standards
for undergraduate education are
too low. Of the educators surveyed, 84 percent said teaching
would be easier if students had a
better academic background before entering college.
Lisa Chavers, assistant director of admissions, said the University requires a composite
score of 20 on the ACT test and a
mark of 910 on the SAT. In
addition, four units -of high
school English, three units each
of math, science, and social sciences, two foreign language
units, and one unit of the arts,
are recommended.

"If a student does not meet all
of the high school unit requirements, that factor alone does not
mean that the student would not
be admitted," she said.

S'ound for applying freshman,
ut these new requirements are
not mandatory, Utwin said.
Kathy Kart, director of the
General Studies Writing pro-

However, Chavers said most
incoming freshman have the
minimum score for the ACT or
SAT. In addition, students having a GPA of 2.5 or better and
Eluating in the top half their
school class are represene of a typical entering
freshman.

Meadowview Courts

The Arrangement

Apartments

Hair, Skin, Nail Designers
352-4101
352-414

JAMES Ll'l'WIN, director of
the center for Institutional Studies, said a survey four years ago
polled 400 University freshmen
on college preparatory classes
taken in nigh school.
"Only about 10 percent of the
students we surveyed had completed the required prep courses
m high school." Litwin said.
"There will probably be quite a
shift in this figure soon," Litwin
said.
He said new requirements issued by the. state for state
universties intend to upgrade
the quality of academic back-

Shelley
Annette
20% OFF with this ad any of
the following services with Shelley or Annette:
Haircuts, Perms, Haircoloring, Sculptured
Nails, Nail Tips, Manicures, Make-up, Eyebrow
and Lip Waxing and Eyebrow and Eyelash Tinting
Expires 2/21/86

And next year, you may see
her cheering at a Falcons' football game, or advising the high
school cheerleaders, maybe diving for the University, possibly
coaching diving at BGHS, perhaps lifeguarding at the Rec,
or...

Take a day off from smoking

gram, said that 16.8 percent of
incoming freshman in 1985 were
placed m English 111, which
indicates "some fairly serious
writing difficulties."

181 (B)
Downtown

of crowds, too. But sports is a
part of me."

Furnished efficiency
$225.00
Landlord pays gas, heat
shared electric

One bdrm. furnished
$270.00
includes utilities

Two bdrm. furnished
$270.00
plus gas & electric

Two bdrm. unfurnished
$265.00
plus gas & electric

All residents have the privilege of using The Cherrywood Health Spa located at 8th and High St.

352-1195

WINE SHOP
Still the Best Kept Ice Cream
Secret in Bowling Green

214 Napoleon Rd.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
ASSISTANT EDITORS
Gale Reseorch Compony. o major
publisher of reference books (or
libronts worldwide, is seeking
condtdofes for editorial posi'tons !o
do research end writing for Our
books. Bachelor's degree Ml English,

Stop in today for your free taste

langwoge O' Humanities 4 ^ghly
preferred; college course work and
interest tn literature of many peri
ods is required These ore entry
level positions tha' offer advance-

HOT CHOCOLATE,
HOT COFFEE,
HOT TEA AVAILABLE

menl opportunities. Our benefit

Bring this coupon in
and buy 1 Gelato or fruit ice
and your friend gets one free

Special:
Gelato

75C a cup
L

Now Available: pints and quarts and gelato cookies
Check our Italian pizzelles with creamy gelato packed inside.

packoge includes flexible -working
hourv med<al. denial, optical and
pmenption drug insurance, tuition
ossntonce; and poid time off be
fween Christmas and New Veor'v
If interested, pleose send resume,
college transcript (if available)
along with a typewntien, nonreturn'
able expository wntmg sample of a
lirerory nature (no joutnolism orficl«s, poetry or short stones) with
salary requirements to:

Editorial Positions
Ms. K. Breton, Personnel

Resolve to Break Your Diet at The Aspen Wine Shop
•Creamy Chocolate *Oreo * Raspberry * Orange •Peach *and many more

GALE RESEARCH CO.
Penobscot Building
Detroit, Ml 48226
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WEEKEND

This is one Saturday evening
you'll never forget!

UAO
MARDI GRAS

£

Come and enjoy the beautiful
Grand Ballroom, which will be a
floating casino. (While you're there, try
your luck at blackjack, casino, craps, etc.)
Plus enjoy all of the other rooms, which will
be extravagent weekend getaways!
If you're brave enough, see if you can make it
through the Jungle Maze!
What does the future hold for you? Come and
find out in the Mystics Room.
Paris is the scene for the caricatures.
*The Falcon's Nest goes Caribbean! Come and
jam to the reggae sound of Bowling Green's
own Crucial DBC.
Ah-remember the County Fair?? Well, thafs
here too!
Did you say you are hungry??? Well, there's the
Mexican Cantina, serving nachos and tacos.
Ooh-la-la!
Or, enjoy the beautiful ski lodge, serving hot
drinks, donuts, and ice cream.

National Savings Time

Sports

iMihixnikee

'I damn gatanyMMilhanaw •* . ' '
Bowling Gre*n Bevaraga. Inc

Broncos turn tables in sweep
Falcons starting
to feel the heat

by Karl Smith
assistant managing editor

KALAMAZOO, Mich. - When
Western Michigan visited Bowling Green for a two-game series
last month, Bronco coach Bill
Wilkinson said goaltending
made the difference in the Falcon sweep.
Last weekend in Lawson
Arena was the same story with a
new twist, BG ended up on the
short end as the Broncos swept
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association series - 5-2 Saturday
and 7-5 Friday.
Falcon goalie Gary Kruzich
sighted his play as a pivotal
point in the losses.
"Friday night was just one of
those nights where I didn't perform to my ability. The goaltender has to stop the puck,"
Kruzich said, "we won't win
many games when I give up
seven goals."
Bill Horn, on the other hand,
rebounded from his shoddy performance at BG, according to
Wilkinson.
"We shut down their highpowered offense and our goaltender played well, we cleared
the puck out of our zone well,"
he said. "Billy (Horn) kept us
together, though, a couple of
times. BG had some good
chances and whether they mishandled the puck or Billy made
the save, we stopped them.
"IF YOU don't get solid goaltending, you won't be anywhere!"
Saturday, Horn got support
from Rob Bryden, who netted a
hat trick. Bryden scored a
power play goal with 8:26 left in
the first period and the Broncos
never trailed.
Wayne Gagne scored early in
the second period and the 2-0
advantage held until 5:58 remained. Falcon sophomore wing
Don Barber scored BG's first
goal moments after coming in

Falcon icer lain Duncan tries in vain to reach for the puck, but like the rest of his teammates, it was to no
avail this weekend. Western Michigan soundly swept BG 7-5 Friday and 5-2 Saturday.

on a line change.
Less than a minute later, Bryden scored on a breakaway and
the Broncos took a 3-1 lead into
the final period.
"There were times in the second period that our team played
well, we had a lot of good
chances, but Horn played an
outstanding game," BG coach

Jerry York said. "They have
some explosive skaters that can
break to the open area. They
snuck behind "us a couple of
times and scored some goals."
In addition, the Falcons could
capitalize on only one of seven
power play opportunities, while
the Broncos netted two goals in
five tries, the second opening the

final period. Troy Thrun netted
the goal only two minutes into
the third period.
BG'S CLARKE Pineo scored
22 seconds later, but Bryden
completed his hat trick with
10:18 remaining to ice the vicThe Broncos out shot BG 63-28
D See Hockey, page 12.

KALAMAZOO, Mich. - When
Bowling Green lost two games to
St. Lawrence, most, myself
included, wrote off the sweep as
unimportant since it was against
a non-conference opponent.
After last weekend's sweep at
the hands of Western Michigan,
however, the Falcons have
themselves in a bonafide losing
streak. They have lost four in a
row and five of their last six.
Everyone has there own
theory on why the icers are
struggling, but BG goalie Gary
Kruzich may have the most
accurate.
"We have the most talent in
the league, but a hard-working
team will beat talent any time,"
Kruzich said. "We have to see if
we have the heart the rest of the
season."
The Falcons surely have an
abundance of talent at all
positions. Kruzich is one of the
leagues top goalies and
defensemen Todd Flichel, Brian
McKee and Scott Paluch are
also top-notch.
WHILE THE defense is solid,
the offense is more feared.
Jamie Wansbrough is iust a few
goals away from breaking the
CCHA record for career goals

and Paul Ysebaert, Brian
Meharry, Iain Duncan, Don
Barber and Greg Parks are over
30 points this year, as is McKee.
The coaching staff is also one
of the best in the nation. Jerry
York is undisputablely a great
coach and his assistants are
high quality. For that reason, it
is foolish to put the blame on
strategy or planning. Few
people know the game better
than York, and his teams have
always been winners.
But when the Falcons jumped
to an early lead in the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association,
York was cautiously optimistic
saying he was more concerned
with March than November.
February has arrived and
BG's seemingly insurmountable
lead has been whittled away by
Michigan State and Western
Michigan. York's fears are
becoming reality, the Falcons
are struggling at a time when
they need to build momentum.
Riding a losing streak into the
CCHA playoffs is not something
a team with the Joe Louis Arena
jinx, such as BG, wants to do.
While WMU and MSU are
starting to peak, the Falcons are
skidding. York admits his team
is having trouble getting the
puck in the net.
"WE HAVE a lot of goal
scorers but it seems everyone's
in a slump," he said. "We're not
capatilizing on our chances and
we're giving up more goals, it's
a combination of both things,
we're definitely in a dry spell."
Apparently, Kruzich thinks
D See Komments, page 12.

OSU's Miller
to step down
as cage boss

Falcons topple BG cagers felled in OT
Colonels by one

COLUMBUS. Ohio (AP) -Ohio
State University head basketball coach Eldon Miller on Monday agreed to step down
effective at the end of the current season, with the university
athletic director citing "a lack
of support... in the community"
as the reason for the move.

On Groundhog's Day,
"Punxsutawney Phil," came
out for the seventh time this
century.
Last night, playing in the
shadows of inconsistency,
Bowling Green dug itself out
of a hole midway through the
second half and emerged with
a 61-60 win over Eastern Kentucky in Anderson Arena.
Forward Anthony Robinson, who scored 20 points, hit
a jump shot with 1:41 remainink to culminate a Falcon
rally and give them a 60-58
lead. He then canned one of
two free throws with 11 seconds left to ice BG's second
straight victory.
The groundhogs appearance is suppose mean Spring
will start in six weeks. Meanwhile, the Falcons' triumph,
helps enhance their chances
of still playing in the Spring.
"This win is just one more
step toward the MAC (MidAmerican Conference) tournament," BG coach John
Weinert said. "Making that
tournament (which begins in
the second week of March) is

OSU Athletic Director Rick
Bay declined to say that Miller
had been fired, and he said
Miller would not resign.
"He came to see me this
morning. He simply said it was
in the best interests of the program that we begin to look for a
new coach," Bay told a news
conference. "But he said he was
not going to resign because he
did not like the word 'resign'
because of the connotation relating to quitting. I told him I was
not going to fire him because I
did not like the word 'fire.'... So
the compromise essentially was
... that we move ahead at the end
of the season."
Miller, 46, is in his 10th season
at OSU and has compiled a 167113 overall record at OSU.

by Tom Reed

sports editor

our sole objective right now."
At times last night, the Falcons showed why they have a
Sood chance of qualifying for
le tourney in Rockford, 111.
But there were also moments
when the Falcons looked as
though they didn't deserve a
BG, 7-12, W, played well in
the first eight minutes of the
contest to grab a 20-14 lead.
However, the inconsistencies
which have plagued the Falcons all season re-occurred.
The Falcons stopped hustling, rebounding and scoring. This allowed the Colonels
to take charge of the contest.
Led by forward Antonio
Parris, who tallied 10 points
in the first half, EKU closed
the gap and eventually gained
a 36-33advantage at intermission.
The Falcons lethargic performance continued into the
second half as the Colonels, 713, logged their biggest lead
of the game at 52-46 with 9:28
left
- were just tired,
,
' 'We
Robinson said. "I sure was. Luckily some of the other guys
played well to draw us to
D See Cagere, page 12.

by Paul Silvi
sports reporter

Glass and iron, but not enough
twine.
Bowling Green and Western
Michigan combined for 103 rebounds in their women's basketball contest Saturday, which
saw the Falcons drop a 76-75
overtime decision.
BG shot just 37 percent from

the field, compared to WMU's 44
percent.
"It was the first time we faced
a zone defense this year, and we
should have had a hey-day,"
BG's Rhonda Moore said. "But
we couldn't hit the broadside of
a barn."
The Broncos led at halftime
34-31, and kept the Falcons at an
arm's length until late in the
game.

Shannon Pickel led the Bronco
attack with 19 points, followed
by Tracy Wells with 15.
Rebounding became as critical as baskets. Pickel, Aletta
Miller and Brenda Goldner
hauled down nine boards apiece
for the Bronco front line.
"I.ast time we played, Bowling Green out rebounded us by
15i" WMU coach Jim Hess said.
"This time we did some things in
our zone to help us get the
boards."
THE FALCONS trailed most
of the game, but kept battling
back.
"The only thing we did right
was that we kept coming back,"
Moore said. "We came back in
overtime, and forced them to
make foul shots.
"We just didn't make our foul
shots."
BG usually steals from the
charity stripe, taking every possible point. .. but not in this one.
The Broncos hit the free throws
when they needed them.

Women swimmers split
BG sunk by Miami, but drowns Oakland
by Bridget Burdno
sports reporter

Following a lackluster performance the night before, Bowling
Green's women's swim team
vented some frustration out on
Oakland University Saturday at
Cooper Pool.
Friday, the tankers found
themselves struggling to keep
their heads above water against
Miami University and dropped a
9040 decision to the Redskins in
Oxford. The next day, the Falcons crushed Oakland 8643.
"They came back and swam
better against Oakland," BG
swim coach Rich Draper said.
"We just didn't perform against
Miami."
The Falcons won 11 of 17
events against the Pioneers.
Freshman Andrea Szekely led
the onslaught with individual
wins in the200-yard freestyle

"I told the girls that we fell down, now
it's time to get back up and get going.
Though, for the most part, they all came
back and swam faster Saturday."
— Rich Draper, BG swim coach
and 200 individual medley.
Dawn Grant also captured two
individual wins for BG, in the 100
and 200 backstrokes.
"I told the girls that we fell
down, now it's time to get back
upand get going," Draper said.
'•Though, for the most part, they
all came back and swam faster
Saturday."
However, the lopsided loss to
the Redskins on Friday was a
great surprise to Draper.
"We have no excuses, we were
beaten badly," Draper said. "I
hope that in the long run this will
prepare us for the Mid-American Conference.

"We did have a few good performances dispite the loss.'
■" r captured first place in
the 200 freestyle with a time of
1:55.00. She also finished first in
the 200 butterfly with 2:06.50 and
in the 500 freestyle with 5:00.04.
"Andrea gave a fine swim for
BG this weekend, she really
worked hard for us ," Draper
said. "She's been doing a fantastic job this whole season and she
keeps getting better and better.
"I expect a lot out of her and
she hasn't let me or the team
down yet."
Annette Agee also grabbed a
D See Swimming, page 11.

BG finally tied the game with
1:15 left in regulation, when
Joelyn Shoup popped in a rebound to notch the score at 62.
"Western took away our inside game and gave up the perimeter shots," BG coach Fran
Voll said. "We just didn't capitalize.
"THE FUNNY thing about
this game was that even though
we were struggling, we were
still in the game."
... Until overtime arrived.
The Falcons have been in two
overtime games this season, the
other coming in a 79-76 loss to
Ohio.
However, the Broncos jumped
up quick in OT, grabbing a 70-62
lead.
"The worst part of the game
was overtime," Voll said.
"When we got down by eight, we
didn't recover."
Jackie Motycka scored 19
points, and managed six rebounds for the Falcons. BG's
freshman admitted having some
trouble with the boards.
"If we would have done as
good a job on the offensive
boards, as we did on the defensive boards, we might have
won," Motycka said. "We had to
put our shots back up to score,
but we didn't."

Z' » 'M
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BG News/Alex Horvatl
Bowling Green's Joelyn Shoup (44) reaches for a rebound in the
Falcons' 76-75 loss to Western Michigan Saturday. Teammate Stephanie
Coe (35) looks on.

WMU's Shelley Hare scored
13 points, icing the victory with a
few clutch tosses in overtime.
After the loss, the Falcons (82) fell into a second-place tie
with Central Michigan in the
Mid-American Conference. Ohio
stands alone in f'rst place at 9-1.
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Tumblers crush Crusaders

Shulman, Kosmerl lead Falcons despite oddities

by Jeff McSherry
sports reporter
Ever have one of those days
when everything goes wrong?
Well, a«»rdlne to Falcon
coach Charles Simpson, the
Bowling Green women's gymnastics team had one of those
awful days in Friday's meet
against Valparaiso.
But wait a minute ...
BG not only defeated the Crusaders, they demolished the visting squad by a score of 171.1151.75.
"Our goal was not to beat
Valparaiso," Simpson said. "We
knew they were a smaller school
and we just didn't want to beat
ourselves."
Crusader coach Bev Reynolds
also realized the BG-VU meet
was a mismatch, but conceded a
number of factors which hindered her team's performance.
"We're a Division I school, but
we don't give scholarships,"
Reynolds said. "We lust don't
have the same quality of program that BG has.
"We also had to get up at 5
aon. to get here (Vu is located
in northwest Indiana)."
The Falcons showed no mercy
for their oppositon, however.

BG News/Jim Sakola
BG gymnastics captain Shelley Staley gives us her best patriotic look during her balance beam routine. Staley
and the Falcons trounced Valparaiso 171.1-151.75 Friday in a non-conference dual meet at Eppler North
Gym.

BG outscored the Crusaders in
every phase of the meet - vault,
uneven bars, balance beam, ana
floor exercise - but strange happenings were going on in Eppler
North Gym.
"I'm pleased, of course, that
we won," Simpson said. " But
we had a lot of weird little things
occur to us today."
The small oddities Simpson
spoke of began very early in the

"I'm pleased, of course, that we won.
But we had a lot of weird little things
occur to us today.. . Hopefully, we got all
all of the weird things out today, so we
can get back in stride,"
— Charles Simpson, BG coach
meet when BG's Mary Pat Fanacddently performed before the
exhibition vaulters had finished.
The pecularities did not stop
there, however.

merl on the balance beam with a
9.1, and freshman Julie Sobel on
the floor exercise (9.1).
Kosmerl's outing, although
limited to only two events because of injuries, was very important to the Falcons who have
visions of a Mid-American Conference championship dancing
in their heads.
"Tiffany did a beautiful job
today," Simpson said. "She's a
real competitor and we'll need
her in the MAC meet. She's just
got to get her confidence back
and stay healthy."

Lisa Shulman, uncharacteristically, had a hand slip during
her routine on the uneven bars
which caused her to fall, thus
dropping her score.
Even Simpson became a part
of this strange day which surely
had a blue moon glowing in the
Northern skies. During Tiffany
Kosmerl's vault, the coach inadvertently touched his gymnast
which cost her points.

Kosmerl's comeback will also
ease some of the pressure
placed on some of the team's
younger members such as Sobel, Farr, Suzanne Bell, Julia
Wickes, and Cathy Benson,
according to Simpson.
"It's tough to compete week
after week at the collegiate
level," Simpson said. "Going to
school and practice and men
competing so often is especially
tough on our inexperienced
gymnasts."

"Hopefully, we got all all of
the weird things out today, so we
can get back in stride," Simpson
said.
The Falcons, now 2-1, did,
however, have some solid performances despite the unusual
events.
Shulman won the all-around
competition with a score of
34.45, followed by teammate
Shelley Staley (34.1), and VU's
Cindy Elliot (33.75). The BG
women also dominated the individual events.
Falcon victories included
Shulman on the vault with a
score of 8.95, Staley on both the
uneven bars with an 8.75, Kos-

On Friday, Feb. 7, the Falcons
will face pressure when they
travel to the University of Missouri to take on national-caliber
teams. UM will be hosting BG,
Illinois, and Oklahoma State.
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ALL BGSU
GROUPS AND
ORGANIZATIONS

Attention
:rrT--Trmr;:.

Those wanting space in the 1986 KEY must
call T. Parker: 354-1717 or the KEY office:
372-8086 by Fri., Feb.7

DON'T BE LEFT OUT!
A copy of the 1986 BGSU Summer Catalog has been reserved
especially for you. Don't suffer through another unbearable
summer. We have a great selection of summer courses,
reaeation, and sunshine waiting for you and we promise to keep
you happy at Bowling Green State University. You bearly have
to try to have a good summer at BGSU! Pick up your free
catalog, The Bear Facts on Summer, at campus locations
beginning February 14, and make your plans to GRIN AND
BEAR IT AT BGSU!
Pre session
First Five Week Session
Second Five Week Session
Eight Week Session
Ten Week Session

For
more
information
Continuing
Education
372-8181

May 19-June 6'
June 9-July 11
July 14-August 15
June 9-August 1
June 9-August 15

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
& UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS

o
9

Corner of Clough & Mercer (Behind Wendy's)
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN! CLOSE TO REC CENTER, MOVIE THEATRES.
INTRAMURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW. BANK. FAST FOODS. AND ICE ARENA
•Gas heal, hoi water and cooking
included. Tenant pays electric only
(small monthly electric bill)
•Spacious 2 bdrm. opts, furnished
'*ast dependable, 24 hr maintenance

Rental Office located in Amherst Village

Office Hrs.

1520 Clough

9-5

Phone 352-0164

(Behind Wendy's)

10-2

Mon-Fri
Sat
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
• BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY •,

PHOTO SPECIALS! /

Your pictures deserve quality photofinishing!....P1us!.We give
you overnight photo service! Bring your next roll ol film to us for
Quality Photofinishing!"....Our Blue Ribbon Photo Lab
processes your film on the latest in modem equipment by
experts on Kodak Paper with Kodak Chemicals....then checked
by our Quality Control Technicians. Find out how good your
color prints can be....Shop and
compare!....PIus. we give you fast overI'AI'LR
night service!...-ASK FOR DETAILS!

* Student* are limited to 1 class
during Pre-session

CLIP & SAVEl

it

NOW!

Pre-session Offerings
ACCT 222
ACCT 221
BA 203
C&TE558
EDFI580
ENG200
ET245
GBA X628
GBA X630
GBAX640

•In house laundry centers
•Plenty of storage area
•Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall

GBA X650
GBA X653
HOEC 212
HOEC 303
HOEC 313
HOEC 328
HPER C580
LEGS 301
MFG338
MFG 427

MIS 200
MIS 360
PEP 342
POPC 160
POPC 231
POPC 580
RTVF261
TECH 152
TECH 391
TECH 553
VCT 203

Pre-session courses are listed under First Term offerings
in the Summer Schedule, The Bear Facts on Summer.

The fun doesn't stop
when you have pictures.
Single Prints
I 110. 126. l*m«n ant OM Color Prim Him
G4I Compatible - Standard Printing
SINGLE PRINTS ONLY

DOUBLE
PRINTS
M2Exp.
24-Prints

SUPER
VALUE

79.
with
couponl

$1 59 »«- w»

I

X
l.«M- MM
AM «K ■» A8A400 o 1000 Fam
l»r* o*a to* pa ,ma?on Ow (B«w (* <■»
Cnapcn irtmt *» altathaa to o»*jr Mf

Expire* 2/20/86

S

DOUBLE PRINTS

From 110. 126, 3*nm and Dtac Color Print P»m C4I CompatfMc - Standard Printing - DotaM Print Only

I2«w.
24pnVtU,

^*JT I «7 24 op.. 48-printi Re* - 14 79
"a*

36 op.. 72 prtnti RM - '6W

Add 40C for ASA4O0 0> 1000 Fam
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COUPOn RtUST BE ATTACHED TO ORDER BAG

Expires 2/20/86
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Redskins bludgeon
BG's men tankers
by Bridget Burdno
sports reporter

BG's men's tankers found
themselves sinking under the
pressure.
The pressure was applied
by the Miami University Friday as the Falcons were
felled by the Redskins 7241 in
a Mid-American Conference
dual meet in Oxford.
"We (BG men) were thoroughly hammered by Miami
this meet," BG swim coach
Rich Draper said. "Maybe
this will make us more hungry at the MAC meet this
year."

Bowling Green's Cindi Inman splashes her way to a fourth place
finish in the 200-yard freestyle Saturday in Cooper Pool. The women

tankers were defeated by Miami University 90-50 Friday, but rebounded for a 86-53 win over Oakland a day later.

Swimming
first place in the 100 breaststroke with a finishing time of
1:11.06.

time of 2:31.12. Agee finished
second to Green.
"Annette swam a real good
race in the 100 breaststroke and
Kristen was equally as good in
the 200 breaststroke," Draper
said.

reason for the 40-point loss.
"Last year in the same meet
we rested for ten days and then
swam against Miami and won,"
he said. 'This year we are changing our philosophy and not taking a lot of rest before meets.

tally prepared."
But, Draper said dual meets
aren't the important thing right
now and that the Falcons are
always preparing for the MAC
meet.

Despite the Falcons' loss,
Dane Burton captured two
first places. Burton won the
200-yard freestyle with a time
of 1:45.15 and the 100 freestyle
with a 48.38 clocking.
Draper didn't have too
many things to be happy with,
but the second-year coach
was pleased with Burton's
effort.

The Falcons' Kristen Green
won the 200 breaststroke with a

A change in Draper's coaching philosophy may have been a

"Maybe that made the difference, or maybe we weren't men-

"We plan our whole season
towards the conference meet,"
he said.

"Dane gave a great performance this meet," Draper
said. "Although the times

D Continued from page 9.

Off-Campus
Housing Fair
Landlords and University representatives will be present to
discuss problems and answer
questions concerning all aspects of Off-Campus Life.

were not his personal bests,
he really worked for them."
Bob Walker also grabbed a
first place finish for the Falcons ui the 50 freestyle with a
time of 22.01.
"Bob found out what he can
do for the team at Miami this
weekend," Draper said. "He
just went out there and did his
best that he could.".
Winning the 200 backstroke
was BG's Tim Wagner with a
time of 1:29.56.
Pete Szeckly finished second in the 200 breaststroke
with a time of 2:17.22.
Draper said the men might
not have been mentally preapred for the meet.
"Overconfidence was the
problem at this meet," he
said. "The men just thought
that they had the meet won
before they got there.
"I'm not upset by the loss,
they iust have to forget about
it and go on."
The Falcon's men tankers
will be swimming against Kenyon Friday at Cooper Pool
for a non-conference dula
meet. BG travels to Ohio University Saturday for a MAC
dual meet.

CHARLESTOWN
lAPARTMENTS:
MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus—summer
1986 and 1986-87 school year:
1 or 2 bedroom, unfurnished, gas heat
& water included, air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

9^

A price list of available apartments will be provided.
The Student Legal Services
will be available to discuss
problems about rental
agreements.

CEDAR POINT AMUSEMENT PARK
Sandusky. Ohio, will hold on-campus
interviews for summer employment.
DATE: WED. ft THURS., FEB. 12 ft 13

Tuesday, February 4
7 - 9 p.m.
Grand Ballroom

TIME: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
LOCATION:

Over 3,000 positions available for a wide
variety of jobs. Dormitory and
apartment-style housing available.

Free and Open to All
Refreshments Served

CONTACT:

Sponsored By: Off-Campus Housing Office
Student Consumer Union, and
Student Legal Services

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
372-8248 or 372-2458

UNIVERSITY UNION

FINANCIAL AID &
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

For Application and Appointment.

Spend a summer at one of the finest
resorts in the Midwest.

1

9

I
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Falcon cagers dash
past the Broncos
by Ron Fritz
assistant sports editor

KALAMAZOO, Mich. Against Western Michigan,
Bowling Green's men's basketball team did what anybody
would do when lacking manpower, size and strength.
They ran.
No, the Falcons didn't run off
and hide, they ran the Broncos
right off the court 90-82 Saturday
in Mid-American Conference action at Read Fieldhouse.
WMU, starting a 6-foot-10 center and a 6-9 forward, couldn't
keep up with the smaller BG
lineup. The Falcons scored 40
points off the fastbreak, and, as
a result, shot 56 percent from the
field.

Hockey

and Smith drove for a bucket to
cut the Broncos' lead to 40-37
with 2:13 remaining.
With 1:31 left, the Falcons'
freshman Joe Gregory hit two
charity tosses to make it a onepoint WMU advantage. But,
Broncos' guard Donald Petties
added two free throws of his
own.

However, junior forward Bob
Nass hit a jumper and freshman
forward Lamon Pippin broke
free for a layup to give BG the
one-point hantime lead.
"When we lost the lead in the
first half, I thought that was the
turning point," Payne said. "We
had the lead to a point where we
could've put them away, but we
did just the opposite."
In the second half, Falcons'
"We play better when we get sophomore forward Anthony
out and run," BG's junior for- Robinson took over. With 12:30
ward Jim Smith said. "Plus, left in the game, Robinson stole
when we're able to get transition a pass and layed it in to give BG
baskets, it opens up our half a 61-58 lead.
Smith added a free throw and
court game."
A big reason for Falcons suc- Pippin added a layup before
cess in transition was rebound- WMU's Hoyt Mahaley scored.
ing. WMU outrebounded BG 40- Miller added two layups after
31 for the game, but in the sec- recieving Robinson outlet
ond half, the Falcons were out- passes to give the Falcons a 6860 advantage.
rebounded by just three.
Robinson scored 13 points,
"On paper, we are a better
rebounding team, we're the best grabbed a game-high 12 rein the MAC," WMU coach Vem bounds and handed out five asPayne said. "But we were outre- sists.
"I had to get on the boards and
bounded here today. BG got to
the boards better than us in the do the best I could against their
second half. You cant get the height," Robinson said. "I let
running game going unless you the game come to me instead of
forcing things."
control the boards.'
In addition to Robinson, Smith
Midwav through the first half,
though, it appeared the Broncos scored a team-high 26 points.
were going to have their way Miller added 18 points ana seven
with BG, opening a 25-16 advan- assists.
WMU was led by Petties with
tage.
However, the Falcons out- 29 points.
•'This is as big a win as we've
scored WMU 12-2, including 10
Suits off the transition game, in had all season, BG coach John
e final 3:08 to take a 43-42 lead Weinert said. "It's going to be a
nice trip home for us."
into the locker room.
3G raised its record to 5-5 in
Smith started BG's rally with
a layup. Senior guard Brian the MAC while WMU f ell to 5-5 in
Miller then added a layup at 2:48 the league.

BG News/Alex Horvath
Forward Jim Smith finishes off a Bowling Green fast break with a
two-handed, reverse slam dunk In the Falcons' 90-82 win over Western
Michigan Saturday. Smith scored 26 points to lead BG to the MidAmerican Conference victory.

Komments
o Continued from page 9.
that BG has been lulled to sleep
by its early lead, something they
can ill-afford to do with the title
race coming down to the wire.
"We haven't had much
pressure on us this season until
this point There's pressure now
and we have to be able to handle
it," he said "We've just got start
working harder."
The pressure certainly has
come quickly. Should MSU
sweep the Falcons, they would
gain a tie for first place. If BG
can totally turn the momentum
and sweep the Spartans, the

season would be all but over.
A split would keep BG in the
driver's seat, although WMU
would probably gain ground as
they play a pathetic Miami
team.
If the CCHA would crown it
champion on the basis of the
most talent, the Falcons would !
surely win the title hands down."
Everyone in the CCHA knows
BG can win the league title, but
now the question is now bad they >
want it.
>
The MSU series could show us •
just that because, according to •
Kruzich, "the championship is 4
now on the line."
1

Cagers

points, evened the contest for,
the final time with a shot to,
make it 5S-58 at the 2:04 mark. i
The Falcons took the lead for.
good at 60-58 when Robinson]
scored on a 10-foot jumper from
the left baseline with 1:41 re-.
maining.
Both Steve Martenet and Jim'
Smith blew opportunities to ca'
the victory by missing the frori
end of one-and-ones.
But Robinson ended the su?
pense when he hit a foul she
with 11 seconds left.
Robinson, who had been in
season-long, has rebounded
register Uree straight doubld
figure efforts. He scored 1
markers in BG's 9042 wi
against Western Saturday.

D Continued from page 9.
gether."
It was substitute forward Bob
Nass who pulled the Falcons
strings. His two baskets at the
7:34 mark knotted BG with
EKU.
Trailing 52-48, the substitute
forward connected on two
straight buckets to tie the game
at 5232.
"Bobby scored just four points
tonight/ Weinert said. "But
they sure came at a crucial
time. They sparked us and
helped us back into the game."
The teams exchanged baskets
for the next five minutes. EKU's
Lewis Spence, who notched 12

WEEKDAY SPECIAL

The Tanning Center

Any medium 13" One Item Pizza For
plus one free 16 oz.
btl. of Pepsi With this
1
coupon. A $6.50 value.
Extra Items
Ask for when ordering.
, 176 each
Chicago Style extra
Good fTlon-Thurs ONLY
Open 4 P.m.

*C25

Hair Unlimited

5

Family Hair Care & Tanning Center
143 W. Wooster
353-3281

NEWLY EXPANDED FACILITIES
:9 y
Complete Wolf Tanning System
Serving BC since 1980

Friday, BG lost a 5-2 lead en
route to a 7-5 loss. Brian McKee
had two goals in the losing
cause.
Now riding a four-game losing
streak, the Falcons are only four
points ahead of Michigan State
and four ahead of WMU. BG and
MSU meet for a home-and-home
series this weekend. York said

now is as good a time as any to
play the Spartans.
"Michigan State is tough no
matter when you play inem,"
York said. "We have a tremendous obstacle in that Western an
Michigan State are similar
teams.
"Every game is critical, I
want to win next weekend, but I
also wanted to win tonight."
York also said that the team
needs to play more like they did
in the second period of Saturday's game and less like the rest
of the weekend.
"In this stretch of four losses,
the second period may be the
best we played, but I told the
team that we have to do it all the
time," York said. "We have to
do it for three periods, it's the
lapses that hurt us."

D Continued from page 9.
and the teams combined for 23
penalties, including a 10-minute
misconduct on Falcon senior
wins Jamie Wansbrough.
"We got in trouble with the
misconduct and we had to
shuffle lines," York said. "It
gave Chad Arthur a chance to
play and he showed that he's a
strong player."

i

jQdlm'
IJ[7TC\ °
" '
2 3 N ma 15

$5 HAIRCUT
30% off PERMS
with this A I)

ASK FOR PEGGY

W FREE DELIVERY
One Coupon Per Order

Bowling G.een. Ohio 43402

352-5166

«*»

Expires 2/12/86

Expires 2-27-86

Voted Be«t Pizza in B.G.

L

<&REDKEN
products available

140 E. WOOSTER
352-0800
OPEN
MONDAY-SATURDAY MMM
THURSDAY'S TILL 8:00 pm

DOM'T MISS THEFUHIH DAYTON A!
WIN A Spring Break trip lor two to Daytona Beach
Complete the order form below for your 1986
KEY Yearbook and be eligible for you and a guest to
experience Daytona Beach-a $430°° value!
Trips organized by z&M through Echo Travel, Inc. include:

Now, choose the eye color
that's just right for you.

*7 nights accommodations at the Desert Inn-Quad occupancy. Stay
right in the middle of the action. Desert Inn has a restaurant lounge, color
TV, air conditioning, indoor pool, outdoor pool with one the largest decks
on the beach. ($25 refundable room deposit not Included.)
'Round trip motor coach transportation-Departs Fri., March 21,
returns Sun., March 30, 1986.
'Pool deck parties & activities every day.
'Optional excursions to Disney World, Epcot; Hawaiian Luas,
Party boats and more.
'All taxes and gratuities.

Ask us about NaturalTint soft
contact lenses by Bausch&Lomb.

ENTRIES due in the KEY office, 28 West Hall by Fri.. Feb. 14,5 p.m.
DRAWING: Fri., Feb. 21,5 p.m.,
Union Foyer
All those who have already
ordered a 1986 Key are
automatically entered
in this raffle.
Key (toff members S volunteers ineligible

<A

Name
Soe. Sac. No
Date
I
I—

KEY Sf lilB BHEJ.K BIIEAWAY

NW coejbrefe 00 s '5m e/vtve'sjr, mm e specif Otemond JubUn edition ol m« 1986 KE. Capture not My
true year but 75 yee/s ot growlb

Order Your
1986 KEY Now!
I
L

SPECIAL 75th ANNIVERSARY PMCfll

$16.95

Drubf MERE tO PICK UP my yeertxx*
when I ejlfcree m Socilombl. 19M
■ on my buraar acoount
Q I WONT BE HEP* TO PICK UP my
yarbooa PleaaeM my MM) aooounan
edOMnel »3 ■ mating efteroa M MM
my yearbook to

Whan you want to change your natural eye color, liven up
your eyes with NaturalTint toft contact lent*.. Available
In crystal blue, aqua, jade and sable, they'll help you look
your best while improving your vision. Of course, the only
way to find out how good you'll look is to try on a pair
of NaturalTint lenses for yourself. Call us today for an
appointment.

Contact Specials
B8 L Natural Tint Contacts
75.00
B & L Extended Wear Contacts
'59.00
Pttmo Flex Extended-Wear Contacts
«89.00
Daily Wear Soft Lenses
'34.00
Professional Fees & Sterilization Extra
Eyes Examined by Dr. S. Shift, O.D.

Burlington Optical Inc.
HI* I. Weester, SlmMim rlne, Bewftng Green 352 2533
19H t. ReynoW. Rtt.. Toledo Ml-MM
aiU SytvanJa Ave.. Toledo 471-1113

YOUR SPRING BREAK
ALTERNATIVES!
SOUTH
PADR6
ISLAND

PER PERSON

$249
SHARING A CONDO
INCLUDED FEATURES:
• Round trip motorcoach transportation via motorcoach
trom your area
• 7 nights accommodations in beautitul condos on
South Padre Island —tennis—great pool and
party area
• Poolside Welcome Party
• Poolside party with tree retreshments
• Optional tours to Mexico —deep see fishing —
water slide — Contederate Air Force Base

on the tip
of Texas'
Mexico Bonder

I

Daytona Beach
Full package
\ ^with transportation/ L\j
Quad occupancy

$100 deposit must
accompany sign-up
»..-..•.*

For more intorma
tion call 372-2343

*

To sign up, stop ny
the UAO ottice.
3rd Floor, Union

Elsewhere
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Spy swap set for next week
East-West exchange includes Soviet dissident Shcharansky
Prime Minister Shimon Peres
and Foreign Minister Yitzhak
Shamir.

BONN, West Germany (AP) An East-West prisoner exchange will be made next week
on a Berlin bridge, a Western
Sovemment source said yesteray, and the word in Israel was
that it includes Soviet Jewish
dissident Anatoly Shcharansky.

Bild, a Hamburg newspaper,
reported the exchange plan in
yesterday's edition and said Shcharansky was involved. The
source in Bonn would not comment on whether the Jewish
dissident would be included.
Shcharansky, 37, was a leader
of the Soviet human rights
movement in the 1970s. He was
sentenced to 13 years in prison
after being convicted in 1978 on
charges, which he denied, of
passing intelligence to foreign
countries.

An Israeli official in Jerusalem, speaking privately, said
the deal involved 12 prisoners
held in Western countries to be
exchanged for Shcharansky and
eerhaps one other person held
y the Soviets.

The source in Bonn said the
swap was arranged by U.S.,
Soviet and West German officials. Officials in Bonn and
Washington refused comment
on newspaper reports that such
a swap was in the making, and
White House spokesman Larry
Speakes said: We will have no
comment, period. Top to bottom, no comment."
Israel radio said the United
States had informed Israel that
Shcharansky would be freed in
three days as part of an EastWest prisoner swap. It said the
Reagan administration sent a
message about the plan to

circulation paper Quoted "ranking Soviet sources.
THE NEW YORK Times
quoted U.S. government officials, whom it did not name, in
Sesterdav's edition as saying
S. and Soviet officials had
agreed to an exchange including
Shcharansky and seven to nine
other people.
Friedhelm Ost, chief West
German government spokesman, refused comment at a
news conference yesterday afternoon, but he indicated there
might be an announcement
later.
"I can neither confirm nor
deny the reports," Ost said. "We
don t want to say anything on
this at the moment."
It said the Soviet bloc agents
imprisoned in West Germany
and the United States would be
released to Soviet and East German authorities.

revealed.

SHCHARANSKY'S wife Avital was not at her Jerusalem
home Monday. The radio said
she would meet her husband in
West Germany.
The Bonn source, who is in a
position to know the details of
such an exchange, said it would
take place Feb. 11 on the Glienicke Bridge linking Potsdam in
East Germany with West Berlin.
It will involve both spies and
East bloc dissidents, ne said,
speaking on condition that his
name and nationality not be

Previous reports that Shcharansky might be traded for captured Soviet spies have not
materialized. His family says
his health has deteriorated.
Bild said Soviet bloc agents -it
did not specify how many would be exchanged for Shcharansky and 12 former Western
undercover agents. The mass-

Father honors astronaut daughter
AKRON, Ohio (AP) - Dr. Marvin Resnik borrowed words
from his next-door neighbors
yesterday to honor the memory
of his astronaut daughter, Judith, who died last week in the
explosion of the space shuttle
Challenger.
Resnik also used the occasion
of a hometown memorial service to thank those who had expressed sympathy over his
daughter's death.
'■There's nothing much I can
say except thank you for your

caring and sympathizing in our
loss,' Resnik told thousands of
students, community well-wishers, fellow astronauts, and state
and local officeholders who
gathered for a memorial service
at Judith Resnik's alma mater,
Firestone High School.
Among the speakers was U.S.
Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, a former astronaut, who said the
shuttle tragedy would "turn tragedy into triumph" for the U.S.
space program.
Resnik quoted from a poem by

ABOUT 20 NASA astronauts
attended the service, as did
about 40 members of Judith Resnik's 1966 Firestone graduating
class.

Foldover Buffet
T, W, Th, S
Only $3.79
4-10 p.m.

PI2ZA
MOTHER!, toe
352-8408
FREE DELIVERY

r

Glenn said Americans will
never forget the final words
from Pilot Michael Smith,
"Roger, go at throttle up," before the Challenger exploded in
mid-air last Tuesday, killing
Resnik and the six other crew
members.
"These are far more than Hist
their courageous epitaph,"
Glenn said. 'They are America's history and they are America's destiny, and they will turn
tragedy into triumph once
again.

a neighbor in addressing the
mourners:
'"You viewed latent images Now lasered in your hearts, While smoke trailed off in a Y, Why...Why...Why?' " Resnik
read. ' "Gone is the Challenger, - But not the challenge.'

PI2ZA
UOTHEM.mc

Union, groups battle
budget-cutting bill
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
union and two advocacy
groups for the elderly opened
their war on Gramm-Rudman budget cuts yesterday
with a report cataloging $10
billion they said states stand
to lose next year in mass
transit, school, nutrition and
other federal aid programs.
The report from the Service
Employees International
Union, the National Council of
Senior Citizens and the Villers Foundation concludes
that the biggest impact would
be felt in five of the nation's
least populous states: Alaska,
Wyoming, Montana, Vermont
and South Dakota.
On a per capita basis, their
citizens would lose the most
aid from programs run by
state and local governments
with funds from Washington,
if cuts in federal spending for
fiscal 1987 are triggered this
fall under the Gramm-Rudman deficit reduction law, the
report said.
The report looked only at
cuts in domestic programs,
not the military, which by law
must absorb half the GrammRudman cuts if Congress fails
to find other ways to hold the
1987 deficit to $144 billion.
"The Gramm-Rudman
process is a prescription for
long-term economic deterioration, a less educated work
force, lower standards of living and fewer opportunities
for the less fortunate," said
the study carried out for the
three sponsors by Fiscal
Planning Services Inc., a consulting firm that analyzes the

federal budget for state and
local governments, unions
and other clients.
RONALD POLLACK, executive director of the Villers
Foundation, a research and
advocacy group for the elderly, said the report
undercuts the "mvthsr' that the
poor and elderly will be
spared budget cuts. Social
Security, Medicaid, food
stamps, Aid to Families with
Dependent Children and
some other social programs
are exempt from GrammRudman cuts.
But Pollack said in 1987
alone, the Head Start program could lose a quarter of
its funds, or $278 million;
nearly $1 billion could be
lopped off the remedial education program for disadvantage children; $510 million
from help for the poor to heat
their homes; and $729 million
from training workers.
"The automatic cutbacks... will devastate the middle-class and the poor, the old
and the young, residents of
urban and rural areas, and
will harmfully affect people
in all regions," Pollack said
at a news conference.

-1

William Hutton, executive
director of the National Council of Senior Citizens, denounced the budgetbalancing mechanism as a
"horrendous piece of legislation ... a gimmick which
makes computers and bureaucrats the fiscal arbiters
of the direction of our nation."
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THERE'S STILL TIME TO PREPARE
CLASSES STARTING

352-8408
FREE DELIVERY

February 9
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BOY

exp. 2/18 |

ANY FAMILY SIZE
PIZZA
AT REG. PRICE
GET ONE SMALL
FOLDOVER PIZZA

FREE
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LASAGNA !TACOWRAP|$2 00OFF
DI77A
PI77A
PIZZA
I! From PIZZA
ANY
further South of the

This one's to dog gon
good to reveal
the ingredients!
This Pizza's for you!
Reg. $8.50

I Border, our Burrito style
I Pizza. This one will keep
I you warm ALL WINTER
Reg $8.50
i
Now $7.29 JLI Now $7.29
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Master Oasswtr, Miss Upsha.
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Bo« Office open weekday!
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CRUCIAL
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DAWN UPSHAW

All seats J5 Call: 372-8171
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presents
soprano

Wednesday, Febnuiy 5 at 8 pa.
Bryan Recital Hill
Moore Musical Art. Onto

Mike Katon
Band
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Young Concert Artist series
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(419) 536-3701
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At Kinko's we offer the highest quality copies
at a very low price. Our other services include
binding, collating and a self-serve workspace
stocked with all the things you need to put
together that project or proposal. Try Kinko's.
For great copies. And great deals.

kinko's
Open early. Open late.
Open weekends.

325 E. Wooeter
Esowting Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 354-3977
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Smokeless bill approved Smoke alarms given to needy
Warning labels required, broadcast ads banned for products
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
House, faced with mounting evidence that youngsters are turning to snuff and chewing tobacco
as alternatives to cigarettes,
voted yesterday to require
health warning labels on smokeless tobacco and to ban their
broadcast advertising.
The bill, approved on a voice
vote, would require one of three
rotating warning labels to be
added to tins and pouches:
"This product may cause oral
cancer," "This product may
cause gum disease and tooth
loss" or "This product is not a
safe alternative to cigarettes."
Arrows and circles would
draw attention to the warning
labels. And television and radio
advertising, which now often
feature professional athletes
touting the products, would be
banned.
"The passage of this bill will

allow us all to go home... and
say that we've made a major
step toward protecting the
health of young people throughout our country," said Rep.
Mike Synar, D-Okla., a sponsor
of the bill.
Rep. Henry Waxman, DCalif., chairman of the House
Energy and Commerce health
subcommittee, said he hoped the
labels would persuade teen-agers not to take up "this filthy
habit." He called snuff and
chewing tobacco a "very, very
dangerous product."
THE BILL WAS supported,
reluctantly, by most of the tobacco industry as the most palatable alternative to a myriad of
state labeling requirements.
Rep. Thomas Bliley, R-Va., a
tobacco industry supporter who
blocked consideration of the bill
last year, told the House yester-

day he would not attempt to
delay the bill although he still
opposed it.
The Smokeless Tobacco Council, a trade organization, helped
draft the compromise bill, although executive director Michael Kerrigan said the industry
still believes warning labels are
unwarranted.
The House vote sent the bill to
the Senate, which had approved
a similar bill earlier. Its chief
Senate sponsors have agreed to
the House version.
The congressional action
came as evidence mounts that
youngsters are increasingly
turning to snuff and chewing
tobacco. Most recently, three
studies just published in the
American Journal of Public
Health showed growing use of
smokeless tobacco by students
in Arkansas, Louisiana and
Pennsylvania.

Photos of missing children
now on congress' envelopes
WASHINGTON (AP) - The U.S.
Senate printed a photograph of
an Oklahoma City girl on congressional envelopes yesterday.
the first such printing as part of
a drive to help find missing
children.

National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children, he said.
The center will report the
number of telephone calls it
receives as a result of the effort,
Metzenbaum said, adding that
the printing costs will be nominal.
An estimated 20 million enveSen. Howard Metzenbaum, DOhio, who sponsored legislation lopes are used by senators each
authorizing the printing, said year to answer constituent inthat each Monday the U.S. Sen- quiries. Metzenbaum said he
ate Service Department will sends out about 5,000 envelopes
Erint a picture of, and informa- a week through the service deon about, a different child on partment.
envelopes lawmakers use to an"The other offices, I hope, in
swer constituent mail.
All envelopes for that week the Senate will follow the lead
will display the same photo, we have established, and indicawhich will be provided by the tions to me are that many other

offices will do just that," he
said.
Under the new law, congressional and federal agencies are
authorized to print such data on
official mail envelopes on a voluntary basis. Some senators
have already started using the
pictures on newsletters.
The first picture printed on the
envelopes was that of Cinda
Pallett. an Oklahoma City teenager who disappeared in 1981.
"I hope that in some way our
efforts in connection with this
young girl may help bring her
back to her family," Metzenbaum said.

The University Activities Organization
is seeking anyone with experience in casino
skills (i.e. blackjack, craps, roulette)
to be an instructor for one evening

TROY, Ohio (AP) - For
slightly more than a week,
the fire department here has
been giving smoke detectors
to needy homeowners, and
Fire Chief Robert Counts said
yesterday the program has
been a big success.
'We've already put in eight
dozen. We put in so many,
we've already run out,"
Counts said.
The program began after
the city council passed an
ordinance Jan. 21 making
smoke detecto.-s mandatory
in all dwelling;. The drive for
the legislation began two
years ago after a fire in which
three girls died because their
screams did not wake a sleeping babysitter in time.
Thai had a very powerful
effect on my people, Counts
said. "We decided then that
we were going to do something... We really don't like
carrying out little kids."
At the same time, he said,
firefighters realized that requiring smoke detectors, especially in homes where more
than one might be needed,
could pose a financial hardship for some people in the
city, especially senior citizens on fixed incomes and
single mothers.
LOCAL CAR dealer James
Taylor agreed to donate up to
J2.000 to buy the detec-
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cause firefighters think
landlords can afford the
small expense per apartment, he said.
Troy is not the first city to
have such a program. Richard Cross, assistant director
of fire prevention in the State
Fire Marshal's Office, said he
knew of several central Ohio
communities that have given
away detectors during the
past few years.

tors. Counts said his department should be able to buy
about 250 of the detectors for
that, and "at the rate we're
going, we might have to look
For some additional money."
Along with free detectors,
firefighters also have volunteered time to install them
properly, he said. However,
aprtment owners are excluded from the program be-
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GAMMA PHI BETA
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THEIR
1986 EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

Anyone interested, please call
372-2343 for more information

r

0]

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY
3 Locations
•Palmer Avenue
* South Summit St.
* Napoleon Road
v
*
*
*
*
*

*

One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished
Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash removal all included
On Site management
Full time Maintainance
Swimming Pools
Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT
IF LEASE IS SIGNED
BEFORE MARCH 31
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.

352-9135

9-5 weekday!, evenings by appointment

A**********************************************

President
Vice President
Recording Secretary
Treasurer
PACE.
Scholarship
Pledge Educator
Membership Chairman
Social Chairman
Activities
House Chairman
Senior Panhel
Standards Board Chrmn

Jjp

Christi Sayers
Amy Kizer
Chris McDonald
Annette Dominique
Corinna Wechter
Sue Bell
Karen Dicker
Kathi Rosemeyer
Melissa Preston
Diane Kinzer
Mary Ignat
Tanya Olson
Julie Gecowets

Congratulations!

iwiO
Love,
Ml Your GAMMA PHI SISTERS

<t
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Classifieds
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS
Formal Meeting tonight at 7:30 pm In 115
Education Speaking HI Mr John Nelson from
AT A T Commurucatona Gat Invorved1

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
PLACEMENT BULLETIN 3, FEBRUARY S, IBM
Scheduling On-Cimpui lnl»r»lt»
Appovfnnwns
The Oral day o( vgnupt 'or Interviews dumg
the pertod of Febnjery 17 through February 28
wfl M ha*d on Wednesday. February 5 at 4 PM
In the North Eaat Commons Education aigrvupe
wibeheldatePMinthe Forum ot the Student
Services Bulrjng Al registrants must have a
First Choice Interview Card in order to parttdpate In the Brat day of signups Attar the first
day. students and aiumn.B« may sign up tor interviews from 8 AM to b PM st Unrversrty Place
merit Services 360 Student Services Bueding
A CREDENTIAL FORM MUST BE SUBMITTED
FOR EACH INTERVIEW SCHEDULED AT THE
TIME Of SIGN UP.
It for any reason you cannot Keep your apponlment. please cal the Unrversrty Placement Services no later than 9 AM one work day before
your scheduled interview
The telephone
number • 372 2356 Fsdure to do so wi be
considered sufficient notice Two insufficient
notices w# be considered a "No Show" and
result in forfeiture °' sign-up and rterviewwig
pnvseges for the next lecmrhng panod
NO SHOW POLICY
Failure to appear tor a scheduled iterview wsl
result vi mmedtfte suspension of your sign-up
and interviewing privseges 'or the next
recruiting pnod You are reeved to send s letter of apology to the employer, schedule an appointment with a Placement counselor, and fie
a copy ol this letter with the Unrversity Placement Services Any student who twice tarts to
honor an interview commitment wi be denied
tfiterviewwig privileges 'or the remainder of the
academe year
February 17,1016
C F Airfreight
U S Navy
February II, IBM
Dels-Bases Inc
Friendly Ice Cream Corp
Leaseway Transportation
Ubbey-Owens-Ford Company
NCR Corporation
U S Air Force
U S Navy
Wright Patterson AFB
February IS, 1166
Columbus Pubhc Schools
CompuServe, incorporated
Hobart Corporation
Sus«s Casuals
February 20, 1986
Aetna Life & Casutaty
Beecham Products
Chuto insurance Group
The BF Goodncn Company
Lakewood Board of Education
Mac Toe*. Inc . Div Stanley Works
SCM Corp . Gadden Drvtson
Xerox Corporation
February 21. 1666
Lakewood Board ol Education
Mac Tools, inc . Drv Stanley Works
Watace Computer Services. Inc
February 24, 1966
Boot-Gee
Electronic Data Systems
General Electnc. Ajrcratt Engine Group
February 25.1666
Bank One. Dayton. NA
Electronic Data Systems
General Electnc. Atfcraft Engine Group
J B Robinson Jewelers
Uarco Inc
February 26,1666
IAiTRC) Appeed Information
Technologies Research Center
Central insurance Companies
Donn Corporation
Electronic Data Systems
National Emergency Services
Tenas Instruments. Inc
February 27. 1986
Dietnch Industries. Inc
Kesey Companies
Mead Data Central
Red Roof Inns
Stouter Foods Corporation
Texas Instruments. Inc
February 26.1666
Aeroauip. MX
Indiana insurance Companies

Want to soend the SUMMER IN COLUMBUS
and aam I7.3&4V? Large company la looking
for human resource, accounting, finance and
economics co-ops Stop by the Co-op Office
238 Adrrwvatjaeon. immedtolMy and Inquire
about Into exceeant opportunity or cal
372-2451.

ATTENTION SAILING CLUB MEMBERS
There wfl be an organuabonal meeting on
Wed . Fab 5. 9 00 p m . MSC 222
New members welcome, no experience
necessary

FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS 1 DAHMS
APARTMENTS help students daay by using the
modal lease Cal them at 362-1600 or
362-4873 Housing Fa*. Fab 4. 7-9pm.
Bel-com
^
FREE 4 MONTH OLD. WHITE FEMALE KITTEN CALL 362-4310.
GREEN TAMEOUWNE RECORDS
NEW HOURS TUES-SAT M0
167 CLOUGH 1 BLOCK EAST OF MAIN

ATTENTION BUSINESS MAJORS
American Marketing Aaaooiabon Membership
Drtve TODAY n the BA Lobby from 9 3 30 and
In Math Science from 9-3 Membership sign up
in Math Science « open to Freshmen also

LOST & FOUND
Found Book in 102 Hanne Hal Monday 1-27.
372-2981 toldenPfy

M Men's 1 Coed Floor Hockey entries are due
Tuesday. Feb 4 Hand In by 4:00 pm al 106
Student Rec. Center

Bong a blank disk and get rt fMed with programe
tor the Apple , FREE)' Just attend the meeting
for the users of the Apple Series. 8 9 pm. 351
Education TQOAY'"
^^^

FOUND Pat- of preaenpbon gtoeaee ReddtohDrown frames Picked up near the University
Bookstore To cWm cal 372-1175.

JT'aPtaa
10" Cheese Puza Only SI 75
Phone 352-5475

M Mene and Coed Floor Hockey entries are
due Tuesday Fab 4 n 108 Rec Center by
4 00 pm

LOST < dark brown todies waaet m Mytoe Pizza
parking tot. Reward Cal 352-2580 or 2-2301
days, ask for Susan

J.T't Pizza
16" Cheese Pizza Only S3 75
Phone 352-5475

LOST Gold chain bracelet-very eentimefitalB return Reward Cal 352-1172.

SHIP
(Students Heic-ng In Proo/amrrMng)
your sweetheart a
carnation for
Valentine* Day
Si 00 in Offenhauer Lobby
On Sato Wednesday Fab 5-12
WN detver flower A message in Offenhauer
The next ASM meeting w6) be Wed Feb 5 at
7 30 pm In 200 Moeetoy Connie She6ey ol
Computer Services wal speak on MIS ob opportunrhes for new graduates.
Young Concert Artist Sanaa
Dawn Upahaw. soprano
Feb 5 at 8 p m
Bryan RecnaJ Hal. MAC
RUSH TICKETS for BGSU
Students $1 Avertable Fab 5
M 7:45 p m In Kobacker Lobby
Have vaad ID and Si ready

Student Organization of Social Workers
Wal hold thee Aral meeting of the semester
tonight at 6:00 p.m. In tOB Hayes Hall.
Everyone welcome1 Mope to see you there Brng dees and suggestions

JENNIFER FEIGNER
Congratulations on going active Welcome to
the tansy KD love. CLAUD
^^

NEED A sUBYa^TTCT- Coiege Student wB
babysit any evening Experience wtth al ages
Cal Sue 372-3872

Jenrvter Sunaberg.
CorvjratuMona on becoming a PI Plat I know
you would make HI
Love, your GDI roommate Janeea
Kappa Delta Informal Rush
Tueeday. Feb 4. 9-10 pm
Thursday. Fab 6. 8 9 p m
Tuesday. Feb 11.9-10 P m
Thursday. Feb 13 nvKBtJon only
Cal 362-7497 for more information

Coming Saturday Feb 15
Uptown and MTV
7th Anniversary Celebration
Congrats lo the new PI Beta Ptv. pledges Becky
and Laurie. You know you'll always be "PEE
FEES" In my eyes. Luv ya lots. Rrcheea
Congratulations to Atan Wnwow and Marcia
Rowden on the* engagement You're the best
couple awl XOX. B 4 B
CONGRATULATIONS1
BARRY JONES ON BEING ELECTED TO THE
INTERFRATERNITY JUDICIAL BOARD
-YOUR FIJI BROTHERS
Congratulations
Sandy William.
on becoming a
PI Beta Phi
Now your a true Angel
Love. Jute > Jan
Congratulabons Jason Cronkwnght on being
named aa USG Academic Affairs Commltte
Chairman

Ur Sandy.
Congratuaraons on your Initiation You did an
EXCELLENT |ob on the serenade and have
bean a great UK Welcome to our dress KO
Love. Big Mary

LSATMCAT GMAT ORE
NTE-CPA REVTEW-NCLEX-RN
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
NO 1 IN TEST PREPARATION
(419) 536-3701 TOLEDO
Men's S Curing a Women a FujcouetbaTen"
tries are due Wed . Feb 5 by 4 00 pm at 106
Student Rec Center
MID-AM MANOR a CHARLES TOWN APARTMENTS are using S.C U s model lease, cal
them about your fal rental needs at 352-4380
Housing Fair Fab 4, 7-9 pm. Baaroom
New Prool ol Utah SS 79
GREEN TAMBOURINE RECORDS
167 CLOUGH 1 BLOCK EAST OF MAIN
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT SERVICES USES
THE STUDENT CONSUMER UNION'S MODEL
LEASE CALL THEM ABOUT A FALL RENTAL
AT 352-5620 HOUSING FAIR FEB 4. 7-9
PM. BALLROOM
PAM VERHOFF.
Thank you for being such a great mend1 Hope
you have a super day Love. Brando
RIDE NEEDED TO 6 FROM EASTERN
MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY or surrounding area
thte weekend, we help generously with gaa
money. Pleas I cal 372-5781 as soon aa
Rush Beta Theta PI LI Sail
TONfTEl 7 30-9:30 Beta House
"Come As You Are"
Scott (Webb).
Ever aawe I have met you '"'you have been
special lo me."*
HAVE THE BEST 21ST BIRTHDAY EVER11
Love your friend.
(forever 4 ever)
Amy

CO-OP CORNER
DEAREST VALENTINE.
ROSES ARE RED. YOUR ROOMMATE IS
BLUE
SO GIVE HER SOMETHING SPECIAL
LET ME DANCE FOR YOU
MALE DANCER BE MINE 372-6222

.Classified Information.
Mail-In Form

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.
(The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays)
RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1 80 minimum.
50' extra per ad tor bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

Sir Lawrence OTIchy - a:
Monday you received a cal "The Freshest Is
about to m" Rea can't help you at al Cause
Shefe gonna gel you with a tresh stushbal'
Sorority nouseboy needed for 86-87 school
year. If inlereeled please cal 2-5807 or
2-6006
SPRING BREAK on the beach al South Padre
island. Dayton* Beach. Fort LaurJerrjeto. Fort
Walton Beach or Mustang island-Port Aranaaa
from only $89 and skJtng al Steamboat or Val
from only S88< Deluxe lodging, parties, goodte
pegs. more.. Hurry, cal Suncrioee Tours tor
more aTtorrtaiSon and reservations tol free
t-800-321-5911 TOOAYi Whan your Spring
Break counts ..count on Sunchase

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone#.

THE MODEL LEASE IS FAIR TO
STUDENTS DOES YOUR LANDLORD USE
THE MODEL LEASE? IF NOT. WHY? FOR
MORE INFO CALL THE STUDENT CONSUMER UNION AT 372-8248 OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSING FAIR FEB. 4 AT 7PM M THE
LENHART GRAND BALLROOM
To the biggest need banger I knowCindy Socrva-Thank* lor being a rocking
roommate-even though you covered my wal
with Bruce-S 6 M. Becky

USG meets every Monday at 7:00 In McFal
Center Assembly Room. Come and voice your
Valentines cards, suckers, mugs, frame*.
pans, canrjaa, ate. Jean* N Things, open
torxgra untl 8 pm

Attitude Adsjetment Night
Wal drink*- - 50 cants
Ptloh*nvP!tdvjre-Pllchere
Music Dance Videos
Jon the Tuee night crowd at
MAM ST.
352-3703

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent
Valentine Message

•Campus/City Event ads are published free of charge for one day for a non-prom event or meeting only

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mall)
The BG News
214 West Had BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

Parl-IJm* ratal sales 12-15 hours. Pr*f*r
background in Chnatan music Cal 352-7389
between 3-5, MWF
HllaMl. Mnd, Chretien female Sr or Grad Student to ave with etderty lady a grve her love A al
Mnaon Private qtrs with bath Meats & salary
Present apt contract can be assumed One
block from McFal Ctr Cal 363-9763 tor appolntment References required
SUMMER JOBS
Oader Posit Arnueemenl Park wS Interview on
oarnpu* Fab 12 S 13 Contact Student
Employment Office

FOR SALE
78 Renault Le 'Car. sunroof. AM-FM stereo. 4
sod . S695-or otler 362-6956 or 353-5877
1978 REGAL AIR AM-FM. EXCELLENT
BODY. 60.000 MILES J260O OR BEST OF
FER 353 7802
1978 VWSCIROCCO
75.900 MILES S2.250
354-0811 -STEVE
Coupon book lor sale $85 00
Cal Susan or Lura
2-1310 or 2-1319
FOR SALE-Prtnoa Claaalc 4 1-4 L. used on
season $35 372-2251 between 8:00 a m
4:00 p.m
ForSMa 1979 Vega Good work or achool car,
Low men. $950 or best offer Must sen
Pleas* cal 352-7439
Free kittena S lood
3522114

Also litter trained

I* K True You Can Buy Jeeps lor $44 t
the U S. government? Get the tacts today' CaY.
1 312-7421142 E«t 1794
Nfton Em 36 mm camera with 1:18 50 i
.
■ana Flash I carrying case for sale For tntr/ \
cal 353-8205
|

Krlsty Clemenl.
Happy 22nd B-Day
Only S eavey from 30
PATREESHA
Congrats on becoming one of the 95 most
warned angels in BG! Good luck in making the
BGSU Pi Phia great' Love, Mm
STACEY LEVANS
Happy 20th BvtfWay
"What A Woman'"
Love. Pan Eton ja
P.S. How many lumps do you want?
To Molly Schuler lour pseudo-big)
Thank you for al your love and aupport We
could not have done It without you.
Always know where our hearts are.
Much love. Jane and Be
USG
Faculty Exceesnce Award
Nomination lorma are avaeable untl March 14 in
406 Student Services
WANT THE CHANCE TO MEET INTERESTING
PEOPLE FROM ALL WALKS OF LIFE? NOI
YOU NEEDN'T TRAVEL ABROAD. STAY
HERE. STILL ATTEND B.Q.S.U., AND BE A
CAMPUS TOUR GUIDE. APPLICATIONS ARE
LOCATED IN 110 MCFALL CENTER-OFFICE
OF AOMISSSIONS BEGINNING FIB.
IH0-1STH. APPLICATIONS WILL BE LIMITED
TO THE FIRST 200 CANDIDATES.
Berries a now open tor dinner Mon -Tours .
4:00 p.m.-8:30 p.m. and a new Sunday
Brunch from 11:00 a.m.--2:00 p.m. MOTE:
Berries w* no longer be open weekday lunches
Blouses and Tops one-hall off
Jeans N Things
531 Ridge St

Waterbed, Bar I Stools. LMng room furnitur
snd ahelts. study table and swivel chairs.
354-8001 Must sell Immediately Beat c
Also for sale, '76 Toyota Ceaca-best otter

FOR RENT
•2 BEDROOM-FURN » UNFURN ■
•PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS'
Marc UtBties t Cable TV Furn
One half Block Off Campus
CALL TOM
Mon -Frt 7 AM Noon 352-4673
Evening s wkend 352-1800
USING SCU MODEL LEASE
FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS > DAHI
APARTMENTS help atudents dairy by uamg
model lease Cal them at 352-1800
352-4673 Housing Fair, Feb 4. 7-9prj
Barroom
Farm house for rent next to BG Heated mdo
pool. Also pasture S bam for horse C 9
354-1525
Female roommate needed'"
1 block from campus, own room. reM
$137 50-mo plus utames Cal 352-5896
352-7754
Houses I Apia, tor 86-87 school year
Smlth-Boggs Rentals Office 532 ManvBe, rei|
352-9457 between 12-4
Houses A Apartments close to campus Loaa
begn May 4 August. 1986 Phone 353-385
and 1 and 2 bdrm furnished apts Su
aval 352-7454
House* and Apartments close lo campus
summer 1986 and 86-87 school year, i
1-267-3341
MID-AM MANOR 1 CHARLES TOWN API
MENTS are using S.C.U 's model lease. dBV
them about your fal rental needs st 352-438H
Houang Fair Fab 4, 7-9 pm. BalrootTi

•PAM FETE * CHFSS NER01'
Congratulations on pledging PI PM
I'm vary happy for you and I'm
looking forward to our Ural KKGPI Phi
MONMOUTH DUO DATE PARTYI
CONGRATS * MUCH LOVE,
TRICIA

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT SERVICES UJ
THE STUDENT CONSUMER UNION'S MOC
LEASE. CALL THEM ABOUT A FALL RENT|
AT 362-6620. HOUSING FAR, FEB 4.
PM, BALLROOM

CARTY RENTALS
Housee and Apartment*
Office Hours 11 am -4 p m
at 316 E Marry, Apt 3
Listings at Mat li
or phone anytime 'or information

352-T365
USG AWARENESS WEEK

"Cent afford a hip to eprtng breek? Want lo win
one? Enter the NESTLE OUIK SPRING BREAK
'88 CHALLENGE and win al-expense paid trips
to Dayton* Beach tor up lo 24, or $10 000
cash"' CM tol tree 1-80O-NESTLE-1 for into

WANTED
1 Mate roommate needed ASAP JlOO-mo
rent S16 »th St., Apt. S. Cal 352-1383 or
364-8712 tor more arlorrntfon.

Uptown and MTV
7th Anniversary Celebration
Comwg Saturday Feb 16

Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in botd type)

Total number of days to appear.

K.lli Smith
Happy 21st Birthday'"
...FeveV
Love. Amy. Cindy, J*rm S Heidi

UNrVERSTrv VILLAGE APARTMENTS serves
students with the model lease Cal them about
the. other services al 352 0164 Housing Fev
Feb. 4, 7-gpm. Baatoom

(For baling purposes only)

Dates ot Insertion .

KD'S
GET EXCITED FOR SPRING RUSH 1W4
LOVE. YOUR KD SISTERS

USQ USG USG USG USG USO USG USG

NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible tor error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please
come to 214 West HaH immediately it there is an error in your ad. The BG News will not be
responsible tor typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions.

Classification In which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus * City Events*
Lost » Found
Rides
Services Offered
Personals

Jan Evana
You've finely made it'
Lars g*t ready to party with style'
Happy Belated lilfi Birthday!
Love. M

Slop by the USG table m Unrversity Hal and
learn more about your student government

PREPAYMENT is required for all non-university related business and Individuals.

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

HAPPY BSTITHOAY MATT MAMONEY
Now that yau'r* Bnalty 21, maybe you can
slop uamg th* ID that aaya you're 4SII LOT*,
Your Bowling Onsen tana. P.S. We've got lo
keep up with our traditions.
WELCOME HOME-I LOVE YOU
BARBIE

UL DIANE NUGES CONGRATULATIONS ON
GOHG ACTIVE YOU ARE THE BEST UTTLEl
CHI O LOVE t LOTS OF MINE. LAURA

WEDNESDAY NITE MOVIES
A VI.wto.KIII ■• wHhfl. Moon. 11 30
"Fletch" with Chevy Chaee
TACO'B 3 lor SI.00 9-11 pm
NO COVER
MAM ST.

DART LEAGUE
Sign-up NOW
Purcees Bate Shop

The BG News

CONGRATULATIONS PI PHI'S
THE BROTHERS OF PM QAMMA DELTA
WELCOME YOU TO THE 0REEK SYSTEM.
OOO0LUCKI

PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free pregnancy
teat Obrectrve Wo. Cal now 354-HOPE
(4873) Hrs. M. Th 12 noon-Bpm T.W 10
am 2pm Sal 12 noon-2pm

CAMPOS MANOR. NOW RENTING FOR FALL
WITH THE S.C.U MODEL LEASE CALL THEM
AT 352 9302 HOUSING FAIB FEB 4. 7-9
PM, BALLROOM

CLEVELAND area company needs s
SHOWROOM SALESPERSON for sumnssr.Fraahman or Soph, business or science
major Paying position Cal Co-op Ofc at
372-2451 or slop by 236 Admin BWg

Corlontlrtallone STACY LEKJHI
You're th* new president of Alpha XI, since
you're my Little. I'm proud aa can be. STACY
TAYLOrVyou're th* SCSTI lee*, your Sag.

GROUPS WANTING SPACE IN THE 1»M KEY
MUST CALL TRACY PARKER: 354-1717 OR
THE KEY OFFICE: 172-S0S4 BY FRI., FEB. 7.
DON'T LET YOUR GROUP BE LEFT OUTI

HMD

YOU ARE AN EXPERT-ON B.G.S.U.. THAT ISI
THIS EXPERTISE CAN BE A USEFUL JOB
SKILL AT THE OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS IF
YOU'RE NOT ONLY A BO EXPERT. BUT LIKE
PEOPLE AS WELL, TRY OUT TO BE A CAMPUS TOUR GUIDE. APPLICATIONS ARE
LOCATED IN 110 MCFALL CENTER-OFFICE
OF ADMISSIONS BEGINNING FEB.
JRO-19TH. APPLICATIONS WILL BE LIMITED
TO THE FIRST 200 CANDIDATES. FURTHER
QUESTIONS CAN BE DIRECTED TO 2-2086
PLEASE ASK TO SPEAK TO A TOUR GUIDE
A8ST.

CINDY,
Am you reedy tor thai weekend'' I know you I
be the best snow bunny on th* M Al my love.
David

J.T.'s Pizza
French Bread Pizza-Only $1.76
Pfkjna 352-5475

STUDENT PERSONNEL ASSN.
Wed January 29. 1986 7 30
303 Epptor North
New Members Welcome
Topic The Job Search

Women In Communications. Incmambars
will have a buslneea meeting on Wednesday.
Feb. 5 at 6:00 p.m. In Founders Gold Lounge.
Spring aemeater agenda wfll be discussed 6
new members are welcome. muncMee pro-

Exerting summer|obrjoportunitles TotedoRtver
Cnaae Una* a kXkung lor young adults with
outgevng 6 exciting personalties Jobs available
In reservations, gift shop, waiter, waitresses
muelctane S food preparations GRUMPS need
not apply Write only, aend resume Dan
O'Connor, Toledo River Crulee Una*. SIS
Front St.. Toledo. OH 43605

SERVICES OFFERED

9 30

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
LEADERSHIP WORKSHOPS
Monday. February 10
4 00 ■ 5 00 p.m
Alumni Room. Unrversity Union
CREATING CHANGE IN YOUR
ORGANIZATION A SURVIVING
Wayne Corvm. Director of Greek Ufe
Sponsored by the
Office Of Student Activities A Orientation

AHOY and KARA
Congratdtaeons on your engagement we wish
you th* beet of kick Just couldn't wsticoukJ
youH We love you guys' -Cathy and Sharon

EXCUSE ME.
To everyone who waa at Randy. Tan. Bel and
John's party on Jan. 17 and thought they saw
Steve Homngtor d knock th* candle off the wal
He didn't do it- I cad. Please accept my most
sincere aooajgtea' -Laura

Attention WICI members {and friends!' There
we be a business meeting on Wed . Feb. 5 at
6 00 pm In Founders' Gold Lounge. Get involved with a professional communications
organization1

BEGINNING FEB 3 WE WILL GO TO THE
NURSING HOME ON MON AND TUES
NIGHTS AT 6 00 PM ANY QUESTIONS CALL
TERRI 3725549 OR ELLEN 352-2263

CHILD CARE-BOSTON AREA We Km many
tamta* looking for loving chad care workers
One year commitment, excellent aalary
banana, round trip transportation AJene Flech.
Chadcare Flecernenl Sarvtca, 149 Buckmtnstsr
Rd., Brookana. MA 02146. 617-586-6294

J T a Pizza
14" Cheese Pizza-Onty $2.75
Phone 352-5475

Any women who *d not participate n PI Phi
Rueh and are interested m Spring Ruen may
contact me Greek Ufe Office tot more Information 372-2151.

ADOPT-A-ORANOPARENT

'FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOC '
MEETING 1 30 WED FEB 5
112 BA 730PM
MANOATOIIY: CHICAGO TRIP UFO
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME

LOST: Kay chain attached to leather caee
artttl single hay, Wad. Jan. 2B. Please call
362-7216 In Pound.

PERSONALS

NEED VOLUNTEER HOURS?

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
ATTENTION ELEMENTARY ED MAJORS AND
ELEMENTARY ED -SPECIAL ED DUAL > TRIPLE MAJORS1" Final day lo apply lot Fal.
1966 MEP Thursday. February 13 Applcahon lorms ate available in Room 529 Ed BWg
DONT FORGET'"

BG News/February 4,1986 16 j

2 rxxiemoklng remak* roornmet*! to share
apartment lor Fit '68-Spring '87. Please cal
362-9107.
3-8 people lo aub-ksaaa house for aurnmer
Washer-dryer, microweve 3 one-hoi bdrm . 2
beah More detass cal 2-4154
Needed. 2 roornmalaa for 86-87 achool year.
I 364-5201 lor more nfo

HELP WANTED
Ovnury 125 Tutoring Naeded"
Phone attar 6 00
362-3262

THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS
FULLY CARPETED. AIR CONDITION
CABLE TV FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
LAUNDRY FACILITIES APPLICATIONS F|
SUMMER AND FALL AT 451 THURSTIN A'
ACROSS FROM OFFENHAUER Tl
352-5435
Two bedroom furnished sots for Fal
362-2883
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APARTMENTS set
students with the model lease Cal them
their other services at 352-0164 Housing Fj
Feb. 4. 7 9pm, BaB-oom
Wanted Male roommate-Apt $176 cot
rant, al utetiee. cabas. HBO 354-0211lorMha
APARTMENTS NOW FOR RENT FOR
SCHOOL YEAR BS-S7 AND THE SUMMER
SS. APARTMENTS ARE COMPLETELY P
NMJHED WITH I BEDROOMS, CABLE TV,
CON»Tir**»Kl. LAUNDRY AND PARK
FACBJTTES. ALL UTILITIES EXCEPT El]
TteCITY IS PAID BY OWNER. RENT IS t'
FOR THE SUMMER "M" FOR THE APA
WENT. FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR BH7
RENT IS 1575 PER SEMESTER WITH 4 P
PH. CALL TIM AT BUFF APARTMEI
152-7182 AFTER 5:00 P.M.
2 terras* roommatea need to sublease H
House Apt May > Fab rant pd
i CM Kami or Anne 2 1409, 2 2
2 masse needed to sublease apartment. Wii
$100 each 621 E. Marry. 382-7345

i
I
i
352-3551
I
I Large Pizza — 1 item — $5.00
I Wednesday & Thursday $4.00 — eat in

7ttan6

I

expires 2-10-86

\
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I
I
I
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CAMPUS MANOR. NOW RENTING FOR I
WITH THE SC U MODEL LEASE CALL Tl
AT 352-9302 HOUSING FAJR. FEB 4,
PM, BAURCOM

Party Room
Cal 352-9378
THE MODEL LEASE IS FAIR
STUDENTS DOES YOUR LANDLORD
THE MODEL LEASE? t NOT, WHY?
MORE INFO. CALL THE STUDENT d
SUMER UNION AT 372-8248 OFF CAk
HOUSING FAJR FEB 4 AT 7 PM IN
LENHART GRAND BALLROOM

